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ASSTRACT 

The period behmen 1935 and 1945 was a key one for the Communist 

Party of Canada [CPC or CP] due to the tumult of the Great Depression and the 

Second World War. Women were key playen in the success that the CPC had 

during this periad, one in which Communist and other left-wing movements grew 

and were more "respectablen than they were during the Cold War that would follow. 

Yet women were secondary players in the Communist movernent in Vancouver- 

While CP wmen played crucial roles in raising money for the Party. setting up 

fighting organizations such as the Vancouver Housewives League, and supporting 

the Allied war effort, CP members of both sexes pushed Party women into more 

traditional "femininen roles of wives, mothers, and omaments. The Vancouver 

Communist Party offered a substantial challenge to Canada's liberal state and the 

CP provided radical women with an outlet to channel their abilities against 

capitalism. In the end, howver, the CP failed to alter substantially the fundamental 

division of labour between radical men and women. Communists upheld the 

mainstream doctrine of "separate spheresn: they believed that men were workers, 

labour organizers, and producers M i l e  leftwing and working class women were 

domestic, passive, and consumers. This thesis concludes that while we cannot 

expect radical organizations to be completely separate from the gender ideals of 

the pefiod in which they existed, the CPC did little to challenge traditional gender 

roles. 
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Introduction: 
"The Hand That Rocks The Cradle. ...." : 

Women In Vancouver's Communist Movernent 

In May of 1939, as the w r l d  headed towards the Second World War, Jean 

Mason, a prominent member of Vancouver's Communist and wornen's 

movements, wote a letter to the Communist Party newspaper the People's 

Advocate that encapsulated the views of many left-wing wornen on the nature of 

their role in capitalist society. It also offered an apt view of how the Communist 

Party of Canada [CPC or CP] in Vancouver saw women's role. Mason commented 

on the capitalistic nature of Mothers' Day and what it meant for leR-wïng and 

workingclass women. She first remarked that "it would be a fine thing indeed, that 

is for capitalism, if the rnothers of the nation could be lufled to a subconscious 

and false contentment through the highly commercialized sentiment of Mothen' 

Day."' Mason went on to note that: 

it would seem that still another of the old sayings of capitalism - 
"the hand that rocks the cradle rules the wortd" - has been shot to 
pieces. Most mothers know how untrue this is and the job that 
confronts al! mothers on this day is to get together and w r k  
together for a solution to the many ills the human race is 
suffering f r ~ r n . ~  

Mason concluded that: 

mothers want something more than flowrs and candy one day 
of the year. They want a society in Mich al1 their children wilt have 
the right to a happy home environment, higher education, suitable 
employment and a happy life for all, and one of the most effective 
means of achieving this is to join the numerous progressive wmen's 
organizations, raising a united voice to demand legislation that will 
put an end to the miserable existence so many of us are living under 

' People's Adwcate, 19 May 1939. 
People's Adwcate, 19 May 1 939. 



today. Let's change the old saying so that 'the hand that rocks the 
cradle rocks the ~ r l d . " ~  

Mason tumed the traditional notion of women being important in the capitalist 

wwld into a statement of mimen wrking to change an unequal society. This 

statement - "the hand that rocks the cradle rocks the wrld" - demonstrates, in so 

far as one sentence ever could, the contradictory ideology at w r k  within the 

Vancouver Communist Party during the 1935 to 1945 period. While, on one level, 

the Vancouver CP did open up spaces for -men to fight against capitalist 

oppression, the Party still believed that women were innately wives, mothers, and 

hel pers. 

In this thesis, I contend that while women w r e  important, indeed crucial, 

members of the Vancouver CP, the Party's male leadership did not value properly 

women's contributions to the movement. Although the Party favoured gender 

equality in theory, its actual policies did not live up to this noble rhetoric. CP 

Hfomen themselves held to traditional conceptions of their role in society Mi le the 

Party leadership and most male Party members pushed women into secondary 

roles. Communist wmen organized bazaars and aftemoon teas, cooked meals 

for striking wrkers, and served in Wornen's Auxitiaries, but tbey did not nin for 

parliament or, for the most part, speak in public on the Party's behalf. In this mrk, I 

will show the Mm-sided nature of Communist Party policy on wmen's issues. 

While wmen were important to the Party, and the CP newspapers contained a 

great deal of material either directed at or about wmen, the Party did little ts 

People's Adimcate, 19 May 1939. 



advance wwmen's concerns. At the same time, while there is no doubt that the CP 

could have done a better job of integrating wmen into the Party, we must also 

keep in mind that the wntext of the period limited M a t  the Party could do about 

women's issues. Therefore, I have tried to wntextualize the Party's view on 

wmen, keeping in mind the milieu of the 1930s and W40s, a time when most 

adult women were housewives and mothers. 

My interest in this topic stems from my personal politics as a socialist- 

feminist My historical interests œnter on left-m'ng movements, women's and 

gender history, and feminist theory. Socialist-feminism holds that men, Mi le  also 

oppressed under capitalism, have more freedom than -men to wrk and Iive in 

the cornpetitive wrld.' Socialist-feminists seek to understand how class has 

defined women's experiences and how gender has defined working class m e n  

and men's experienœs.' In this thesis, I use the insights of historical materialism 

to describe the class-based oppression that male and fernale Communists lived 

under and fought against. I also use feminist insights in order to understand the 

particular oppression that CP wmen lived Ath. Louise Johnson points out that 

recent socialist-feminist historians, rather than applying Marxist categories to 

women's labour, have looked at wmen's work in t ens  of different experiences of 

class and gender-based oppression.'> These historians have lwked at class as 

an objective reality that men and women experienced differently in different 
Rosemary Hennessy and Chrys Ingraham, 'Introduction: Reclaiming Anticapitalist Feminism,' 

in Rosemary Hennessy and Chrys t ngraham, eds., Matwialist Feminism: A Re& in Class, 
Diffierence, anû Wornen's iives, (New York and London: Routledge, 1997) û-9. 
Louise C. Johnson. 'Socialist Ferninism.' in Sneja Gunew, ed., Feminist Kim-: Cn'tique 

and Constnrct, (London: Routledge, 1 990) 320; Anne Phillips, D M  Loyafties: Dikmrnas of 
Sex and Class. (London: Virago, 1 987) 29. 
Johnson, 'Socialist Feminis;ns," 315. 



historical conte~ts.~ They have tried to respect the viewpoints of working wornen: 

they have portrayed working class women as agents of history and I have tri& to 

da the same here. 

Socialist-feminism is partiwlarly useful for my study since I plan to build 

on the arguments of Mamist and feminist scholars Mile challenging the orthodox 

view of Canadian Cornmunism. Maniist historians challenged political and 

diplomatic scbolars for ignoring class whereas feminist scholars charged that 

historians of elites ignored -men.' Socialist-feminists have brought class into 

feminist scholarship in dealing with vvwking class women's lives and with how 

gender roles among working people have developed historically. In doing this, 

socialist-feminist historians have revised the arguments of political, wrking class, 

and feminist scholars to show how class and gender have been equally important 

and how they have interacted.' Socialist-feminists attempt to understand wmen in 

' Johnson, 'Sociatist Feminisms," 320. For a recent example of this kind of scholarship, in a 
European eontext, see L a m  Lee Downs, Manufacturjng Inequalify: Gender Divison in The 
Fmmh and Wsh Metahvarkng Indusirtes, 1914-1939, (Ithaca: Comell UniveMy Press, 1995). 

For examples of Mamist history see Gregory S. Kealey, Twnto W d w s  Respond to Industn'aI 
CaflaIism, 1867-1892, coronto: University of Toronto Press, 1980); Biyan D. Palmer, A CuiY~are 
in ConnM: SkiIled Workm and Industnal Capüalism in Hamiton, Ontario, 1860-1914, 
(Montreal and Kingston: McGiII-Queen's University Press, 1979). For examples of eady feminist 
history see Carol Lee Bacchi, L'beration De&nied? nte ldeas of EngIi.sh-Canadian Suffiagkts, 
18774918, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1983); Catherine lyle Cleverdon, The Woman 
Suîhgp Mouement in Canada, Second ed., (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1974). 
O For examples of socialist-feminist history see Bettina Bradbury, Working Familks: Agp, Ge-, 
and Darly SuNival in Indusin'aIizhg Montreal, (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1993); 
Christina BUK, Speading The m: Work and Labour Relbmr in Late Nineteen&-Cenfury 
T w ,  ~oronlo: University of Toronto Press, 1999); Karen Dubinsky, ImpvrrperAdvsnces: Rape 
and Hetemsexual Conflict in Ont-, 7880- 1930, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1 993); 
Du binsky , 'The M a d 8 m  Chiv8ky: M m e n  and fhe iW#)fs of Labor in Ontan'o, 1880-1 Q30, " 
(MA. Thesis, Carleton University, 1985); Linda Kealey, Enlisfing Women For The Cause: 
Women, Labour, and dhe LeR m Cansda, 1890.1920, (Toronto: University of Tomnto Press, 
1998); Janice Newton, The Feminist Challenge To nie Canadian Lefi, 1900-1918, (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1995); Joan Sangster, m a m s  of Equality: Hibmen on the Cmadim 
Le#, 1920- I g S ,  (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1 989). 



ternis of their class position: John D. Rockefeller's wife was clearly more 

privileged than the wife of a logger in British Columbia in the 1930s and 1940s. 

Socialist-feminist historians have not simply "added -men and stirred,' 

as some scholars have put it Indeed, Hile these writers have integrated wrking- 

class and left-wing women's experiences into sudi topics as unionization, strikes, 

the workplace, and radical politics they have also analyzed how gender, that is 

perceptions of what it meant to be "male" or "female," coloured the experiences of 

working -men and men. m i s  focus on gender adds to socialist-feminist 

scholarship by noting how individuals and groups cunstnict their identities as 

workers and as "mascul ineu and "ferni nine" individua Iâ.'O These social isf-feminist 

scholars, Mile sensitive to the importance of constnicted gender roles, maintain 

the importance of class as an objective reality, exernplified by one's relationship to 

the meàns of production, and the importance of sex difierence. Historically, women 

vuorken have been doubly marginalized as workers and as wornen. Fotlowhg 

from this, I examine Vancouver Communists to see how the ideological and class 

position of female Party members infiuenced their position as wrnen, how their 

position as wumen influenced their ideological and class position, and how the 

presence of women in the Party influenœd CPC ideology and action. 

Historians have often portrayed British Columbia as being Canada's most 

radical provinœ.ll While I do not draw on the "Western Exceptionalism" argument, 

'O Burr, S ' a d i n g  the Light, 1ûû and passim. A useful m e n t  summary of these debates can be 
found in Joan Sangster, 'Feminism and the Making of Canadian Working-Class History: 
Expioring the Past, Present and Future,' LabourLe Travail 46 (Fall2000): 127-165. 
" Bryan Palmer made this daim in his WbrkinpClsss Grpwbllc8: Redhinkrng The HiMwy of 
Canadian Labow, 1-i991, 2nd ed,, (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1991) 419. 
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this view is nat without some basis in Indeed, one of the reasons I chose to 

look at Vancouver's history was its reputation as a radical city. During the period 

that I study, Vancouver experienced a great deal of lefi-wing activity. The Workers 

Unity League WUL] was adive in organizing wwkers during this period; sirnilarly, 

the On-To-Ottawa Trek and the Post Office and Art Gallery sit-dom strikes of 1938 

began or occurred in Van~ouver.'~ The Communist Party of Canada was central in 

these stniggles, partiwlarly in organizing single, unemployed men." Historians of 

Vancouver's radical history have ignored the role of wmen in these struggles. 

These wuriters have acknowledged that wmen w r e  involved but, with some 

notable exceptions, scholars and writers have not examined the specific roles that 

women played during this period, nor have they examined M y  wmen fulfilled 

lZ Western exceptionalism is the argument that Canada's western provinces are more radical 
than the Eastern ones primardy because of the harsher conditions in Western Canada and the 
presence of a resource proletariat in the western provinces. See David J. Bercuson, 
Confiontafion At  Wnnipeg: Labour, lridusfnal Relations, and the G e m l  Soike, 2nd ed., 
(Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1990) passim; Bercuson, "Labour 
Radicalism And The Western l ndustrial Frontier,' Canadian Histon'cal Rewew 58:2 (June 1 977): 
154-1 75; A. Ross McComack, Refwmers, Reôels, And Revolutianaries: The Western Canadian 
Radical Mowmnt, 78994919, ('Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1977). Numerous 
historians have challengeci "Western Exceptionalism,' remarking that workers in the eastem 
regions of Canada wre often equally radical. See Craig Heron, ed., ï?~? Workm' RewH in 
Canada, 191 7-1925, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1998); Gregory S. Kealey, '1 91 9: 
The Canadian Labour Revolt,' LaboMe Travaï.113 (Spn'ng 1 QU): 1 1-44; James Naylor, The 
New Demmcy: Challenghg The Social Order ri, Indusinal Onfario, 1914-1925, (Toronto: 
University of Tomnto Press, 1991). 
l3 Sean Griffin, ed., F-ng Heritage: H m ï i  of the 1930s Stnrgglie for Jobs and Militant 
Unionism in British Columbia, (Vancouver: Tribune Publishing Company Ltd., 1985) 10-1 1. 
l4 See MaurÎce Rush, W e  Haue A Glowing Dream~8Cdlections of W n g - C l a s s  and 
Peopk's Sbugglres in B.C. 1935-1995, (Vancouver: Centre for Socialist Education, 1996) 206. 
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these roles.15 

Thus, this thesis helps fiIl a significant gap in the historiography on women 

in Canada and on Canadian Cornmunism. W i l e  Canadian historians have 

examined women in left-wWIng movements, they have done little on Westem 

Canadian m e n  during the Depression and war years. Veroniw Strong-Boag 

studies wmen and gender during the period between 1935 and 1939; however, 

her work does not address female roles in the context of a specific city or in left- 

wing m~vements.'~ Historians such as Ruth Frager and Joy Pan look at women 

workers' lives during this period but in Ontario, not in Westem Canada." Mary 

Horodyski, Linda Kealey, and Patricia Roome look at radical wmen in the 

Westem Canadian context; however, these scholars do not look at the 1935-1 945 

l5 G M n  acknowledges throughout his book that women were involved in the battles of the 
1930s but he does not specify how they were involved. See Griffin, Fmting Herifage, pas&. 
On radical women in Vancouver, see lrene Howard, The Mothers' Council of Vancouver: 
Holding The Fort for The Unemployed, 1935-1938,' in Robert A.J. McDonald and Jean 
Barman, eds., Vancouver Past: Essays in Soda/ Histoty Vancouver Centennial Issue of BC 
Stucfies, (Vancouver: University of Btitish Columbia Press, 1985) 249-287; lrene Howard, The 
Sfnrggle For Social Justice in Britsh Columbia: H&na GuttenCi.ge, The Unknown Reibfmer, 
(Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 1992); Barbara K. Latham and Cathy Kess, 
eds., In Her Own Ri- Selected Essays on Women's Histwy in M s h  Columbia, (Victoria: 
Camosun College, 1980); Barbara K. Latham and Roberta J. Pazdro, eds., Not Just Pin Money= 
Selected Essays on the History of Women's Wu& in Briash Columbia, (Victoria: Camasun 
College Press, 1 984); Sangster, Dreams of Equality, 1 2261 92. For an American perspective see 
Man JO Buhle, Women andAmeri;can SociaIism, 1870-1920, (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 
1981). 
le See Veronica Strong-Boag, The New Day RecalM: iiws of GHs and Women ril Englbh 
Canada, 1919-1939, (Markham, Ont.: Penguin, 1988) 41-70. For an American perspective see 
Nancy F. Cott, The Grounding of Modem Femi'nism, (New Haven and London: Yale University 
Press, 1987). 
l7 Ruth Frager, Sweatshop SîWb: CIBSS, Ethnicïty and Ge- in The Jewish Labour Mowment, 
19ûCL1939, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, i 992). Joy Parr, The Gender of f3feadwinners.- 
Wamen, Men, and Change in Two lndusln'al Towns, 1880-1950, (Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press, 1990). 



This study add to the recent socialist-feminist arguments in Canadian 

history. In particular, it builds on the wrk of Linda Kealey and Janice Newton in its 

attention to the role of Women's Awiliaries in the Communist Party's trade unions. 

It ais0 adds to Kealey and Newton's arguments surrounding the Canadian left's 

attitude toward its female supporters. Kealey points ta Women's Auxiliaries and 

the use of female social neWrks as examples of how women's activism came 

into labour struggles in ways different, but no less legitimate, from the ways in 

which men's labour activism came ta the fore? Kealey also notes that left-wing 

movernents, M i le  radical in many ways, were not always sympathetic toward 

wmen's inv~lvement.~ Janice Newton argues that women played significant roles 

in building the socialist movement in Canada during the early years of the 

Mentieth century." These women believed that socialism had the power to change 

the private and public w ~ r l d s . ~  In contrast to Mariana Valverde, Newton states that 

early Canadian feminists were not simply racist and elitist? This thesis adds to 

la Maty Horoclyski, Wornen and the Winnipeg General Strike of 191 9," Manitoba History 1 1 
(Spnng 1886): 2û-37. Linda Kealey, ' 'No Special Protection - No Sympathy': Wornen's Adivism 
in the Canadian Labour Revolt of 1919," in Deian R. Hopkin and Gregory S. Kealey, eds. Class, 
Comrnunity and the labour Movemnt: Wales and Canada, 7850.1930, (St. John's: Canadian 
Committee on Labour History, 1989): 134-1 59. Patricia Roome, "Amelia Turner and Calgary 
Labour Women, 1919-1935,' in Linda Kealey and Joan Sangster, eds., Beyond The Vote: 
Canadian Women and Politics, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1988): 89-1 17. 

Kealey, Enlisting Women For The Cause, 6. 
aD Kealey, Enlisting Women For Tlie Cause, 6. 

Newton, The Femmist Challengp to üre Canadian Lei?, 6. 
Newton, The Feminisf Chalienge to the Canadian Le#, 6-7. For an American perspedive on a 

simifar topic, see Buhle, W m n  and Amwkan Socialim, xiii-xix. 
23 Newton, The Feminist Chalknge to the Canadian L M ,  7-1 1 . For an example of the 
scholarship that has portrayeci eariy Canadian feminism as elitist and racist see Manana 
Vaiveide, 'When the Mother of the Race is Fm: Race, Reproduction, and Sexuality in First- 
Wave Feminism," in Fmnca lacovetta and Mariana Vaiverde, eds., Ge& ConMs: New 
Essays in Women's History, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1 992): 3-26. 



Kealey and Newton's work in looking at how Communist women saw their roles in 

the movernent and in looking at how the Party vie& ieft wing and working class 

women. 

Historical witing on women and socialism during the Depression and 

World War II period is scarce. Joan Sangster's Dreams of Equality remains the 

only hiil length treatment of this period in Canada. Sangster demonstrates that 

while lefi-hng groups were ahead of their time, particularly in their attention to the 

concerns of wrking class men, they often treated female Party members poorly. 

Sangster argues that, during the 1935-1939 period, the CPC attempted to draw 

proletarian women out of the domestic sphere in order to increase the Party's 

support, not out of any intrinsic cornmitment to women's equality. The CPC's 

record on women's issues during World War II was equally poor. In 1940-1941. 

before Nazi Gennany invaded the Soviet Union, women were prominent in fighting 

against the intemment of fellow Communists. During the 1941 -1945 period, 

Communist women took jobs in industries vacated by men, as did many other 

~ornen.~' According to Sangster, M i l e  the CPC offered lip service to the cause of 

women, it was not sympathetic toward their liberation. 

This thesis will also comment on the traditional historiographie view of 

Communist movements in North America. Most historians of Canadian 

Communism argue either that the CPC was a tool of Moscow or that it was 

Sangster, Dreams of Equalr'ty, 124 and 165. For an insigMfu1 look at a similar situation from 
the American perspective .sec especially Elizabeth Faue, Community of Suflierulg artd Sairggle: 
Women, Men, and Ihe Labor Movlement in Minneapolis, 191 5-l#5, (Chapel Hill: University of 
North Carolina Press, 1991) 1-20. 



insignificantn William Rodney argues that the Canadian Communist movement 

was both subordinate to the Communist International [Comintern] and 

insignificant? Irving Abella credits CP members with playing an indispensable 

role in organizing umrkers for CIO unions; he points out that CP organizers did 

wwk that 'no one else was willing or able to do.wz In spite of this, Abella argues 

that communism, as an ideology, spoke only to a minority of Canadians, none of 

whom ware rank and file workers? While Abella says almost nothing about 

women in the CP, his general argument, that Communists played crucial rotes in 

organizing the rank and file of the Canadian labour movement, holds tnie in the 

case of CP women's activism in organizing Vancouver's waitresses and domestic 

servants. 

lan Angus, a Trotskyist, argues that the CPC in the 1921 -1929 period was 

a positive force that promised to change Canada for the better? According to 

Angus, it was not until Tirn Buck led his 1929 "coup" that the party became 

subsewient to the Comintern." Angus's analysis of the party in the 1930s is not 

terribly nuanœd: Tim Buck, whatever his faults, was hardly the Canadian 
Important historians who subscribe to this school of thought, in addition to those mentioned 

below, indude lvan Avakumovic, who seconded Rodney's point of view, and Norman Penner, 
who argued that the Cornintem's needs nearly atways took precedence over those of national 
Communist parties. See lvan Avakumovic, The Communist Pady in C8nada: A Hi*, (Toronto: 
McClelland and Stewart, 1975) 1-23 and Norman Penner, Canadian Cammunjm: 71ze Stalin 
Years and Beyond, voronto: Methuen, 1988). 
a William Rodney, SoMiers of the Intemational: A History of fhe Communist Party of Canada, 
1919-1929, uoronto: University of Toronto Press, 1968) v. 
2-1 Irving Martin Abella, NatEonaIism, Cornmunism, and Canadien Labour The CIO, The 
Communi'st Partyt and the Canadian Cmgpss Of Labour, 19351956, ooronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 1973) 221. 
a Abella, Nathnahsm, Commum'sm, erhî Canadian Labour, v. 

lan Angus, Canadian Bolshew'ks: 7he Eaï?y Yeam offhe Cammunist Pady of Caneda, 
(Montreal: Vanguard Pubiications, 1981) v. 
# Angus, Canadan Bolsheviks, v-vi. 



equivalent of Joseph Stalin." More convincing is the sdiolarship that has 

atternpted to go beyond the traditional view of the CPC in dealing with the social 

history of Canadian Communism. In his article "Communists And Autoworkers," 

John Manley argues that Communists w r e  successful in convincing autoworkers 

that they should move into industrial  union^.^ Communist organizers in Ontario's 

car factories played a significant role in forging class consciousness among rank 

and file wrkers and laid the foundation for the United Auto Workers in Canada? 

Manley convincingly demonstrates that the Communists played an important role 

in Canadian labour history. 

In addition to the arguments of Kealey, Sangster, Abella, and Manley, I have 

retied on IHFD other historians of North American Communism for my analyticsrl 

framework. Bryan Palmer and Robin Kelley argue that mile there is no doubt that 

the North American CP followed the orders of the Comintern, this was far from the 

whole story. Palmer argues that there was, in addition to the Party that slavishly 

followed Moscow's orders. a CP that organized at the ground-level to bring 

workers into the labour movement and to combat oppression." Robin Kelley has 

argued similarly that, M i l e  the CPUSA brandi in Birmingham, Alabama had no 
Angus, Canadian Bolsheviks, vi. 
John Manley, "Communists and Autoworicers: The Struggle for Iridustrial Unionism in the 

Canadian Automobile Industry, 1925-1936,' in David J. Berwson and David Bright, eds., 
Canadian Labour History: S e M e d  Readihgs, (Toronto: Copp Clark Longman, 1994) 266. For 
another attempt to go beyond the traditional viewpoint of Canadian Communism see Bryan 
Palmer's 'Introdudion' to Jack Scott's memoirs. Jack Scott, A Communist Li&: Jack Scott and the 
Canadian Workem Movement, 19274985, Bryan O. Palmer, ed., (St. John's: Canadian 
Cornmittee on Labour History, 1985) 1-8. In the Amencan context see Robin DG. Kelley, 
Hammer and Hoe: Alabama Communists Durhg the Great Depvession, (Chapel Hil t: University of 
North Camlina Press, 1990); Mark Naison, Communists in H a m  Duhg the Depesshn, (New 
York: Gmve Press, 1983). 
j3 Manley, 'Communists and Autoworkets,' 266. 

See Palmer, A Communist Li&, 5-6. 



trouble following orden given from the Kremlin and New York, where the national 

leadership of the CPUSA was located, the Party responded to the particular 

situation at hand in the South." In the case of Alabama, the situation was markedly 

different from those in other parts of the United States and in Europe; the Party in 

Alabama responded accordingly? 

The primary research relies heavily on Communist Party newspapers such 

as the B.C. Workers News, The B.C. Lumber Worker, the People's Advocate, and 

The Advocate. These newspapers detail CP women's involvement in Women's 

Auxiliaries and in organizing bazaars and carnivals. They also contain a gendered 

discourse found in the ianguage, advertisements, photographs, and cartoons. The 

memoirs of prominent Communists Tim Buck, Tom McEwen, Leslie Morris, 

Maurice Rush, Jack Scott, and Al King show that, along with CPC historians, male 

Communist leaders themselves rarely looked at women's and gender issues." 

Sara Diamond's interviews with female CP activists, which are housed at Simon 

Fraser University's archives, proved invaluable. I also interviewed six women who 

w r e  prominent in the movement; these interviews revealed many aspects of 

women's experiences in the CP. Other primary sources for this thesis came frorn 

the William Bennett and Angus Maclnnis Memorial Collections at the University of 

British Columbia [UBC], which contain pamphlets, Ietten, and minutes of 

meetings that concem the CP and gender issues. Special Collections at UBC also 

houses the Tom McEwn Fonds; they contain correspondence, manuscripts, 
j6 Kelley, Hammer And Hoe, xiii-xiv. 

Kelley, Hammer And Hoe, xiv. 
'' Tïm Buck, Y o m  in The S;bruggle: Reminisc8mes of 77m Buck, William Beeching and Ph yllis 
Clahe, eds., vomnto: NC Press, 1977). Leslie Moms, Look On Canada, MW: Selected bWhg~ 
of LeslEe Mom's P923-1964, (Toronto: Progress Book, 1970). Scott, A Communist Li&. 



newsletters, pamphlets, and minutes of meetings conceming McEwn, longtirne 

CP adivist and head of the Workers Unity League NUL]. I also utilize the papen of 

the International Union of Mine, Mill, and Smelter Workers as wll as the Hatel and 

Restaurant Workers Union Fonds, also found at UBC Special Collections. 

In chapter one, I argue that women's experiences in the Vancouver CP 

during the latter years of the Depression w r e  two-sided. While wmen were 

crucial to the successes that the Party had during this period, m e n ' s  adivism 

in the CP was limited. Women participated in auxiliaries, brought food to strikers, 

organized afternoon teas, and fought for abortion rights, but they rarely made 

speeches or ran for public office. I argue further that women's activism during this 

period was couched in language that reinforced traditional roles as wives, 

mothers, and helpmates. CP women's adivism in such left-wing organizations as 

the Housewives' League and the Mothers' Council followd a similar pattern. 

Chapter two focuses on CP women's experiences during World War Two. 

As is ~iell-documented, wmen took over men's jobs during World War Two 

because these men w r e  enlisted in the amed forces? While the Party 

recognized the importance of CP women in the war effort, it tooked upon this new 

role for women as transient. The Party, like much of Canadian society, felt that 

women w u l d  retum to the home and family after the war ended. Even during the 

war, the Party represented CP women's contributions to the war effort in ternis of 

women's supposedly natural roles as wives and mothers. 

In chapter three, I examine images of beauty in Vancouver Communisrn 

The key text in the Canadian context is Ruth Roach Pierson, 7bey"re StiIl Iilrbmen ARer A R  
The Second WorM War and Canadian Wbmanhood, (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1 986) 
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during the 1943 to 1945 period; I try to come to some understanding of the 

particular CP conception of feminine beauty and its meaning. I examine beauty 

pageants, photographs, cartoons. and other images of maswlinity and femininity 

in the CP press to elaborate on the relationship of radical movements and gender 

politics." The beauty pageants, photographs, and cartoons are two-sided and 

cornplex. The CPC had a proletarian conception of femaie beauty, one that was 

very different from the dominant society's view of beauty. While the beauty 

pageants offered some women the opportunity to become involved with the Party, 

they upheld the idea that physical beauty defines a woman's worth. Similarly, the 

photographs and cartoons men show m e n  stepping outside of the home and 

into roles previously the sole domain of men; however, according to the CP, these 

-men uitimately had to retum to the domestic sphere to raise children and to 

service their husbands. 

The Vancouver CP's view of wornen and gender was ambivalent. In witing 

this thesis, I take into account the historical context in which the CP emerged and 

study the movement's accomplishments and failures with this in mind. As we 

shall see, simplistic answers to questions concerning women's role in left-w-ng 

politics cannot be found. Wth this said, we cannot overcome the problern of 

sexism in labour and left-whg movements unless we confront and study this 

problern. This is an important argument to consider in these times of "the third 

way" and neo-liberalism. We need to understand the problems that exist in labour 

and left-win~ movements and wrk to challenge them. 
30 On beauty pageants in general see Lois W. Banner, Amen'can Beau&, (New York: Alfred A. 
Knopf, 1983). On the rise of the beauty and fashion industry in North America see Kathy Peiss, 
Hope in a Jar= The Making of America's Besuty Cu#we, (New York: Metropolitan Books, 1998). 



Chapter One: 
"You Have To Fight And Struggle For Everythingn: 

Vancouver's Communist Women During The Great Depression 

On 4 June 1935, when the Great Depression was at its height in Vancouver, 

the city's longshoremen walked off their jobs, commencing a strike that would last 

for six months.' The employers, banded together into the Shipping Federation, had 

declared that the collective agreement had ended and locked the Longshoremen 

out-' One of the key issues was the ongoing antiunion activity on the part of the 

Shipping Federation; the longshoremen went on strike in order to stop the 

Federation from sending scabs to cross picket lines. They also went out in 

sympathy weth a longshoremen's strike in Powell River, 5.C. that had begun on 17 

May.3 The "Battle of Ballantyne Pier" was the climax of the Vancouver strike: on 

Tuesday, 18 June 1935 Police Chief William Wasbrough Foster decided to end the 

strike and led a fivegerson delegation to negotiate the strikers." On the sarne 

day, Mickey O'Rourke, a World War 1 veteran and Victoria Cross winner, stood at 

the head of the striken' ranks as they rnarched down Heatley Avenue and 

Alexander Street to Ballantyne Pier; O'Rourke and his fellow worken wanted to talk 

to the scabs working on the waterfront and to convince them to join the strike.' 

When the strikers indicated to the police delegation that they w u l d  continue the 

l Maurice Rush, We Have A Glowing Dream": RecolIecfions of Working-Class and People's 
Sbuggks in B. C. 1 Q3!WQ95, (Vancouver: Centre for Socialist Education, 1 996) 38n. 
Sean G tiffin, ed ., Fi@ting Heritage: H&hIig#~fs of the 1930s Struggle tbr Jobs and Militant 

Unhnism in Brilish Columbia, (Vancouver: Tribune Publishing Company Ltd., 1985) 65-66; Paul 
Phillips also mentions the strike and the Battle in No Poww Grnafer: A Cenfwy of Labow in 
Bn'tish Columbia, (Vancouver. B.C. Federation of Labour/Boag Foundation, 1967) 103-1 04. 
' Rush, 'We Have A GIowing Dream," 34. 

Griffin, Fi@ting HMage, 65-66. 
Griffin, FigMing H e m ,  65-66. 



strike, Foster attacked the strikers with a battalion of police that he had hidden 

behind box~ars.~ The Battle went on for approximately four houn as police fired 

tear gas at the strikers, sent mounted police into the crowd, and assaulted strikers 

and bystanders.' More police arrived in cars and shot strikers as they Red the 

scene.' As groups of strikers attempted to escape in difFerent directions, mounted 

police followed them down Heatley Avenue and Alexander Street, while continuing 

to club and trample ~iorkers.~ 

Although the strikers received support from religious groups and some 

memben of the public, the strike ended in failure.'O The Communist-influenced 

Longshoremen and Water Transport Workers of Canada [ L & m  was unable to 

prevent the hiring of scabs h i l e  the mainstream media portrayed the strikers as 

having breached the 1934 collective agreement that they had signed with their 

employers.ll After the strike, company unions were once again formed and many 

workers were blacklisted; it was 23 years before longshoremen ware united into 

one union.I2 

On 21 June 1935, the B.C. Workers News, the Communist Party of 

Canada's [CPC or CP] weekly newspaper, published an article about the Battle of 

Ballantyne Pier. Since Cornmunist Party members played leading roles in the 

Longshoremen's Union, it was not surprising that the CP newspaper wntained 

Griffin, FigMing Heritage, 66; Rush, W e  Ham A Glowing Dream, " 38n. 
' Rush, W e  Have A Glowing Dream,"38n. 
GriffÏn, FigMihg Heritage, $6. 
Grifin, FEghtiiig Herifage, -7. 

'O Phillips, No P o w  Greater, 104. 
" Griffin, Fwting HeHage, 72-73. 
l2 Griffin, Fmting Hentage, 73. 



information on the strike.13 The article's focus on the role that the Longshoremen's 

Women's Auxiliary played in the strike was revealing.14 The article read, in part, 

the Women's Auiliary to the Longshoremen's Union 
and women sympathizers w r e  out in full force, marching 
wi-th the strikers, lending first aid to the injured, and keeping 
a supply of coffee and sandwiches on hand ... several m e n  
suffered from the tear gas. The fact that the strike headquarters 
were being used as a first aid station did not deter the police 
from throwing tear gas upon the injured and helpers.'" 

This article raises a key issue conceming women's involvement in Vancouver's 

Communist movement during the period behwen 1935 and 1939. The Party used 

wmen as domestic labourers and nurses Mile men w r e  fighters against the 

capitalist state. In this instance, the Party did not challenge traditional gender 

roles. CP men fulfilled "masculinen roles while Party wmen fulfilled "ferninine" 

ones. 

The Women's Auxiliaries WAs] of the Communist-led trade unions are a 

case study of female involvement in Vancouver's Communist movement. CP 

newspapen frequently praised the work of the Women's Auxiliaries, stating that 

Party wornen were important helprnates in the struggle against capitalism. The 

International Wooehnilorkers of America [I WA], the Longshoremen and Water 

Transport Workers, and the International Union of Mine, Mill and Srnelter Workers 

'' On the Vancouver CP and the Longshoremen see R.C. McCandless, 'Vancouver's 'Red 
Menace" of 1935: The Waterfmnt Situation,' BC St-s 22 (Summer 1974): 70; Rush, We 
Have A Glowing Dream, " 34-38. 
l4 Both Griffin and Rush mention the Women's Auxiliary in passing, without devoting any 
analysis to the role that the WA played in the strike. See Griffm, Fimng Heritage, 66-67; Rush, 
W e  Have A GCowing DmamIR38n. Griffin mentions that the WA set up a first aid station at the 
union hall. See Griffm, Fighting Hetftage, 67. 
lS B.C. Workem News, 21 June 1935. 



[MineMill] all had WAs." The Communist Party played a significant role in 

organizing workers into these unions and Communists were prominent in their 

leadership.17 The Women's Auxiliaries provided fundraising and food and drink to 

strikets, among other things. 

Holding socials ~ w s  one of the major functions of Women's Auxiliaries. 

These socials provided Communist women and men with a time ta relax outside 

the pressures of the working day. At these socials, Communists diswssed 

issues related to the Party and raised money for the Party; these socials were also 

a key part of Communist culture in Vancouver. One social featured "the Women's 

Commission of the CP ... sponsoring a garden party on Wednesday, July 19, from 

2 until 5 PM at 3428 Cambridge Street, for Party women and their friends. An 

interesting program inciuding music and games has been arranged and lunch will 

be served. Women are cordially invited."18 The Women's Auxiliaries also visited 

sick wrkers in hospitals. In this way, these women were acting as nurses to men 

who were injured and unable to fulfill their roles as the primary breadwinners for 

their households. An editorial in the IWA newspaper The B. C. Lumber Worker 

noted that "the loggers in the hospitals ... will testify to the good w r k  the women 
l6 On the IWA's Women's Auxiiiary see Sara Diamond, -A Union Man's Wife: The Ladies1 
Auxiliary Movement in the IWA, The Lake Cowichan Experience," in Nof Jusf Pin Money: 
Se- Essays on the H i s t w y  of Women's Work in British Columbia, eds. Barbara K. Latham 
and Roberta J. Pazdro (Victoria: Camosun College, 1984) 287-296. On the Longshoremen's WA 
see Griffin, Fighting Herifage, 66-67; Rush, 'We Have A Gbwing fhamIm Mn.  On Mine-Mill see 
Al King W h  Kate Braid, Red ait! Siruggles of A Mine-MiIl LocalI ('Vancouver: Kingbird 
Publishing, 1998) 51-53. 
'' On Cornmunist Party organizing of workers in these unions see lwing Martin Abella, 
Natbnalism, Communism and Canadian Labour= The CIO, The Communid Party, and the 
Canadian Congess of Labour, 1935i956, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1973). On the 
IWA see Jeny Lembcke and William M. Tattarn, One Union in W: A PoTltical History of the 
IntemationaI Woodwwkefs of America, (Madeira Park: Harbour PuMishing , 1 984). 
la People's A W a t e ,  14 July 1939. 



are doing - union and non-union men alike are visited regularly and supplied with 

papers, tobacco, and other requirements to the extent of the finances of the 

Auxiliary."lg Similarly, the WAs held parties for the children of logging families. At 

one such party, 125 children and 150 adults enjoyed games, while the children 

were given apples and bags of candy. The party lasted until rnidnight, M e n  "they 

departed for home. tired but happy."" 

Communist women were also prominent in leR=wing organizations that 

emerged in Vancouver during the Depression period. Women were particularly 

important as organizers in the CP's Women's Labor Leagues WLL]? The League 

was originally fomed in 4924 in Ontario? With the onset of the 'Third Period" 

policy of the Comintern, the League came together with the Workers' Unity League 

NUL]." The Comintem hoped that the WLL branches wuld  participate in the 

revolutionary labour movement that it had launched in its "left tum," a reaction to 

the failed 'united front" policy of the 1920~.~' The Comintem rejected the "boring 

from withinn idea that it had advanœd to save Communists in al1 countries from 

the effects of the post-World War I 'Red S~are."~' During the 19209, Communist 

trade unionists remained members of anti-Communist unions such as those 

'* The 5.C. Lumber Worker, ô December 1938. 
" 7he B.C. Lumber Worker, 9 Novernber 1935. 
a Irene Howard, 'The Mothers' Council of Vancouver: Holding The Fort For The Unemployed, 
1935-1938," in Robert A.J. McDonald and Jean Barman, eds., Vancouver Pa* Essays in 
Social History Vancouver Centenniai lssue of SC Sfdms, (Vancouver: University of British 
Columbia Press, 1986) 265-266; Joan Sangster, Drearns of €quari: Women on the Canadian 
LeR, 1920-1950, (Toronto: McCletland and Stewart, 1989) 28-51. 

Howard, The Mothers' Council of Vancouver,' 265.266. 
Howard, The Mothers' Council of Vancouver,' 266; Sangster, Dnsams of Equalify, 661. 

24 Howard, The Mothers8 Council of Vancouver," 266. 
Lembcke and Tattam, One Union in Wood, 20. 



under the banner of the conservaüve Arnerican Federation of Labor [AFL]." With the 

"left turn," the Comintem ordered indigenous CPs to form industrial unions to 

compete with the craft unions, a practice called 'dual unioni~rn."~ The WLL 

branches w r e  plaœd under the control of the WUL and they functioned as a 

subsidiary of the WUL? The Party paper frequently praised the WLL's efforts and 

the WLL offered radical women an avenue through which to become involved with 

the CP? 

While the WLL provided an outlet for militancy among Vancouver women, 

this radicalism was always voiced in the language of women as mothers and 

wives standing up for their rights. The WomenJs Labor League supported the 

unionization of Vancouver's waitresses. The CP was particularly concemed about 

the situation for waitresses since the -men worked under very poor conditions. 

Waitresses at the Trocadero Cafe, at 156 West Hastings Street, began a sitdown 

strike in September of 1936 to protest against low wages and poor sanitary 

conditions, and for the dismissal of a female strikebreaker, and mandatory union 

membership for the Trocadero wait staff? One of the strikers, Marion Sarich, noted 

that "1 was a bus girl, I was working seven days a week at, I don't know I think it 

was 25 cents an hour ... they weren't allowed to work us over eight hours but they 

Lembcke and Tattam, One Union in Wood, 220. 
Lembcke and Tattam, One Union in Wood, 20. 

a Interview with Mona Morgan, 7 June 2000 by Brian Thom. Sangster, Drieams of EquaIity, 660- 
61. 

Robert Shaffer contends that the Communist Party of the United States offered an outlet for 
radical women to become involved with the Party. He also contends that the CPUSA was an 
important institution in the stniggle for women's rights in the US during the 1930s. See Robert 
Shaffer, 'Women and the Cornmunist Party, USA, 1930-1 940," Socialr'sf Revhw 45:9 (No.3 
MayJune 1 979): 73-1 18. 

B. C. Workem News, 4 September 1936. 



did ... So we started organizing and had a strike? The CP's Housewives' League, 

the Women's Labor League, and the CP Women's Auxilianes supported the stnke, 

as did much of the general public."Anita Anderson, another striker and bus girl at 

the Trocadero, remarked that "the police were sympathetic to the strikers because 

they ate there and got to know the bus girls and the waitresses. The customers 

became just like a family because they were eating there everyday and you saw 

them everyday? Anderson commented on a case of solidarity among wrkers in 

the service industry: "the Fraser Cafe in New Westminster which was a union 

house ... invited us for meals and they gave to the strike fund. I remember picking 

up some money towards the strike from thern and from other unions."" 

The Party's newspaper devoted considerable space to the Trocadero 

strike. 'The spirit of the employees is good and they are determined to win out, 

evidence of this being that three girl pickets compose ditties as they pace up and 

d o m  on the picket line," an early article noted." The end of the strike generated a 

headline: "Trocadero Cafe Strike Ends; Favor Employees."" The story continued 

that the conditions of ending the strike w r e  "that Grace Hensler, strike breaker, be 

fired and that the waiter and three waitresses who stayed on the job during the 

strike join the union, also that the employer contribute $1 -00 per month towards 

3' Womenls Labour History Collection pVLHC], Simon Fraser University [SFU], interview with 
Marion Sarich, Summer 1979, by Sara Diamond. 

WLHC, SFU, intewiew with Marion Sarich. For the unionization of waitresses in the US. and 
the CP's role in it see Dorothy Sue CobMe, Dishing it Ouf: Waibesses and Theif Unions in the 
Twentieth Century, (Uhna  and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1991) 99. 
3j WLHC, SFU, intewiew with Anita Anderson, Summer 1979, by Sara Diamond. 
54 WLHC, SFU, interview with Anita Anderson. 
45 B.C. Workem News, 4 September 1936. 
# B.C. Workers News, 11 September, 1936. 



laundering and upkeep of the ~ n i f o n n . ~  The CP's women's organizations did 

much of the reauiting for female-dominated unions such as the Hotel and 

Restaurant Workers Union. Since most female Communists were of working- 

class background thernselves, they were able to appeal to the waitresses in a 

direct manner, based on shared class and gender backgrounds. Of the female CP 

members in Vancouver who are still alive, Elspeth Gardner's father was a street 

railwayman and she 'could only afford to go to university because of 

scholarships-"" Sirnilarly, Vi Devvhurst and Mona Morgan were involved with the 

IWA's Women's Auxiliaries and their husbands were key IWA  leader^.^ Betty 

Griffin, Mile she had been a student at the University of British Columbia [UBC], 

vent to m r k  at Boeing's after World War II began." 

The Women's Labor League also advocated legalizing abortion and 

making birth cuntrol information available to wmen of al1 dasses. The WLL 

brought speakers to Vancouver to lecture on these needs. The B.C- Workers News 

wrote that 'wmen need clinics for birth control." Commenting on the 'campaign 

conducted by the Women's Labor League," the paper described a lecture given by 

"Mrs. Howmartin of London, England." "Her lecture gave a rnuch-needed impetus 

to the wrk, not only with valuabie information on how free birth control clinics are 

managed in England, but in irnparting to us a little of that fighting spirit show by 

the suffkagette campaign."" The WLL also called a public meeting at which they 

" B. C. Workefs News, 1 1 September 1936. 
Interview with Elspeth Gardner, 29 June 2000, by Brian Thom. 

30 Interview with Viola Dewhurst, 23 May 2000, by Brian Thom; interview with Mona Morgan, 7 
June 2000. 
*O Interview with Betty Griffin, 18 May 2000, by Brian Thom. 
" B.C. Workem News, 31 July 1936. 



promoted a petition calling for the legalization of birth control. The WLL pointed out 

the dass-based nature of access to birth control: 

private clinics are operating openly in Vancouver, and it is w l l  
known if a wman has the funds she can obtain scientific contraceptives 
and information. It is the women on relief or low wage eamers who suffer 
either by using very unscientific and sometimes dangerous practices even 
to the extent of abort ion~.~ 

The WLL aiso organized sumrner camps for working class children. A 

writer in the B.C. Workers News, wmmenting on the successes of the WLL, stated 

that it had accomplished "such tasks as doubling mernbership in the coming year, 

working for a permanent site for a children's summer campn and 'setting up a 

children's group beside every branch ....? Earlier in 1935, the paper gave an 

example of how CP women challenged oppressive conditions: 

the Women's Labor League ... is calling a conference to 
take place at the Lumber Workers' hall, 130 West Hastings 
Street, on Friday May 17, in support of the Workers' Children's 
summer camp. ... this conference has for its purpose the 
welfare of the undernourished wrking class children of the 
city." 

Communist Party women were also leaders and members in the Mothers' 

Council of Vancouver- CP and Co-Operative Commonwealth Federation [CCF] 

women allied to f o n  the Council out of the Mothers' Day Cornmittee, a group 

forrned to protest against the mistreatment of the single unernployed men." The 

42 6-C. Wbrkem News, 7 Februaiy 1936. 
" B. C. W ~ ~ W T S  News, 6 December 1935. 

B. C. Wmkem News, 10 May 1935. 
'S On the Mothers' Council see Lome Brown, When Freedom Was Lest The Unemployeû, 7he 
Asifatw and The State, (Montreal: Black Rose Books, 1987) 135-1 36; Griffin, FiMting Heritage, 
37; Howard, The  Mothers' Council of Vancouver," 257-261 ; Rush, 'We Have A Gbwing h a m , '  
28n; Sangster, Areams of Equality, 1 12-120. 
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Cornmittee staged a demonstration on Mothers' Day, 1935 to support them. The 

Workers News' headline ran "Mothers' Day To Be Day Of Working Class 

Struggle."M The article noted that the Mothers' Council wanted to give relief camp 

boys "a bit of home life on Mothers' D ~ Y . " ' ~  On Sunday, 12 May, the wmen 

marched in a parade from 'Cambie Street Grounds to the "Shell" at Stanley Park" 

at noon. CP and CCF wmen spoke at the gathering and al1 of the wmen fomed 

a "living mother's kart" to symbolize their efforts to abolish the relief camps. The 

Council photographed the "Mothers' Heart," made copies of the pidure, and then 

sold the pictures; proceeds from the sale went to aid the single unemployed 

men? 

The Mothers' Council subscribed to the ideology of "militant mothering."' 

The Council used matemalism, the idea of women as 'natural" wives and 

mothers, in a radical sense. lt called on -men, as the wives and mothers of the 

unemployed, to stand up for their homes and families against capitalism." As the 

examples from the Workers News indicate, the Party saw Communist women's 

role as being to act as nurturers and caregivers to the downtrodden camp boys. 

Mona Morgan has stated th& the members of the Mothers' Council always referred 

to the single unernployed men as 'our boys," reinforcing the matemal attitude that 

* B. C. Workers News, 1 O May 1 935. 
'' B.C. M e r s  News, 10 May 1935. 
" 6. C. Workem News, 1 0 May 1 935. 
* John Manley, 'Stawe, Be Damned! Communists and Canada's Urban Unemployed, 1929-39,' 
Canadian Histwical Review 79:3 (September 1 998): 469-470; Sangster, Drearns of EqualiSr, 91 - 
164. 
" Sangster, Dreams of Equality, liû-l42. 



the Council wanted to convey." The idea of "our boysB gave back to these men, 

portrayed by capitalists and the state as dirty idlers, a sense of solidarity with 

working class and left-wing wornen. The Mothen, in bringing the 'boysn home for a 

meal, also gave these men a temporary domestic haven from unemployment and 

homelessness. 

The Mothers' Council worked in an auxiliary capacity for men who were 

challenging the social order- The wmen of the Mothers' Council aided the men on 

the On-To-Ottawa Trek, calling on 'al! persons who have donations in cash or kind 

for the Bazaar and Rummage Sale on Febniary Il th to aid the Regina Trekkers, to 

bring these items to the O'Brien Hall, 404 Homer Street. anytime on Tuesday, the 

1 Ith."* The Workem News applauded the Mothers' Council for playing the role of 

real working class mothers in their defence of the camp boys who are to face trial 

at Regina? The defenœ itself was matemal as the CP wornen supplied 

nourishment and recreations at a bazaar to aid the Trekkers: 

anyone visiting the bazaar will be assured of a good cboice of goods. 
Refreshrnents will be sewed. A feature of the affair will be the old fashioned 
teacup reading. You will not only get a kick out of buying the goods at 
the bazaar, but you will have the satisfaction of knowing you are helping 
defend the camp boys? 

The Vancouver Housewives' League was another organization in which 

Communist wornen were prominent. Although not explicitly a Communist Party 

Interview with Mona Morgan, 7 June 2000. lrene Howard states that this terrn was imnic given 
that many of the unemployed men were in their late thirties! See Howard, The  Mothers' 
Council of Vancouver," 264. 
" 8.C. WoIkem News, 31 January 1935. Regarding the On-to-Ottawa-Trek see Brown, M e n  
Freedorn Was L o g  125-1 97; Griffin, FiQhüng Heritage, 1 3-64. 
53 B.C. Workem News, 7 Februafy 1936. 
" B.C. Workers News, 7 February 1936. 



organ, CP women, such as Effie Jones, vuho became well known when she ran for 

the mayoralty of Vancouver in 1947, were members of the League.' The Vancouver 

H o u ~ e ~ v e s '  League was formed in 1938 to combat high food prices and low 

wages and to agitate for a higher standard of living? As Effie Jones put it, "we 

found that not only had HR to watch the prices and fight them but we had to work on 

evictions. They wsre putting people out in the s n ~ w . " ~  "Mrs. M. Norton," secretary of 

the Housewives' League, "pointeci out that as consumers their first consideration 

was to prevent rise in wst of living. Retailers and manufacturers were themselves 

organized to look after their own benefits and it was up to the consumer to do 

likewise."" Peggy Forkin urged Vancouver housewïves to organize to combat 

present high prices of staple food" at an International Women's Day meeting held 

in Victory Hall." Forkin pointed out that 

we get fatherly admonitions to housewives to stop 
hoarding when the fact is that the vast majority of 
Canadian housewives are finding it financially impossible 
to make both ends rneet, let alone store reserves ... the 
prke of butter to the housewife has gone up seven cents 
a pound since the Wartime Prices And Trade Board was appointed." 

Forkin laid down a gendered challenge to the 'fatherly" Canadian govemment that 

told working class housewives how to live when it had no conception of what the 

'd For brief commentary on the Vancouver Housewives' League, as well as on Effie Jones, see 
Howard, The Mothers' Council of Vancouver," 267-268 and 268n; Sangster, Dreams of Equality, 
138-1 39. On the idea of the radical housewife and consumer see Dana Frank, Pmhasing 
hwier Consumer Organrung, Gender, and the Seattie Labor Movement, 1919-1929, (New Yorlr: 
Cam bffdge University Press, 1 994) 1 08-1 39. 

Sangster, Dreams of Equality, 139. 
" WLHC, interview with Effïe Jones. 

Pôopk's Advocate, 16 September 1 938. 
54 Peopk's Adwcate, 11 May 1938. 

The Advocate, 6 Odober 1939. 



lives of working class wmen were actually iike. 

CP women often did ground-level work such as providing food for strikers. 

The Housewives' League acted in an auxiiiary capacity to the strikers who 

occupied the Vancouver Art Gallery and Post Office in May and June of 1938 to 

protest against the relief system. This protest culrninated in "Bloody Sunday," 19 

June 1938, Men the Vancouver police attacked the protesters, injuring many, 

Steve Brodie being the most famous." According to Enie Jones, the Housewives' 

League worked in the kitchen of "the Ukrainian Hall and it was wonderfully 

organized d o m  thare? Mona Morgan has also remarked that the Mothers' 

Council and the Housewives' League provided "sandwiches, salad and food" for 

the unemployed 'boys."" The League "had the trouble of defending them in court ... 

And so the wmen of the Housewives' League ... got the best lawyer in Vancouver 

at the time, Adam Smith Johnston, his name was."@' 

While the Party encouraged wmen to organize and fight, it usually limited 

vmmen's role to that of a "Jimmy Higgins." The terrn, borrowed from Upton 

Sinclair's 1919 novel, refers to a loyal, rank and file party member who did day-to- 

day party work such as handing out leaflets while receiving little recognition for his, 

or her, efforts.= In the case of CP women, the terni has a partiwlar gendered 

'' On 'Bloody Sundaym see Steve Brodie, M y  Sunday - Vancouver, 1938, (Vancouver: Young 
Communist League, 1974); Griffin, Fmting Heritage, 8S104; Rush, 'We Have A Glowing 
Dmam," 22-25. For non-CP commentary on this event see Phillips, No Powr Grnater, 1 1 û-119; 
Patn'cia E. Roy, Vancouver= An lIIus(rated Histary, (Toronto: James Lorimer and Company, 
1980) 101-102. 
'2 WLHC, interview with Effie Jones. 
a Interview with Mona Morgan, 7 June 2000. 

WLHC, interview W h  Effie Jones. 
=Heather Mcleod, =Mt Another God-ûamneâ House&: Ruth Bullock, the theman Question" 
and Canadian Tmtskyism, " Thesis, Simon Fraser University, 1993) 2 and Zn. 
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connotation since they performed "wmen's work," such as providing food and first 

aid to men, in their stniggle against capitalism. 

In addition to "wrnen's work," the Vancouver CP was also concerned 

about gender, that is perceptions of what it means to be male or fernale. Thus, 

along with the more concrete aspects of -men's activism in the Vancouver CP, 

the gendered side of the CP reveals a great deal about the Party's attitude toward 

women and the family. Male Comrnunists constructeci themselves as respectable 

family men in wntrast to capitalists who had helped to destroy the family in 

effecting the Depression. They also contrasted their respectability with both fascist 

movements and conservative trade unionists. While the portrait of male 

Communists as respectable, monogamous family men contributed to the CP's 

critique of capitalism, right4ng movements, and conservative trade unionists, it 

reinforced women's position in the domestic sphere? 

Prominent CP member William Bennett was partiwlarly vocal on this 

issue? A pamphlet from Bennett's papers remarks that "it is a cornmon 

misconception industriously spread by our enemies that the Communists are 

Bb On the idea of Communists and labour organizerç as respectable family men see Joy Parr, 
lhe Gender of Breaüwinmm: Women, Men, and Chang8 in T m  IndustnBI Towns, 1ûiYQ-1950, 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, t 990) 188 and 206.228. 
67 "Oll Billw Bennett was a prominent Communist who m t e  a regular cofurnn for the Party 
newspapers. On Bennett see Mark Leier, Rebel Me: The Lille and Xmes of Robert Gosden 
Rewluüonary, MystFC, LaLabour Spy, (Vancouver: New Star Books, 1999) 120-1 21. 



opposed to the family, and propose to destroy it as a social in~titution."~ In fad, the 

author continueci, it was capitaiism that threatened to destroy the family: 

look at what is happening in the United States today! The 
richest country in the w r l d  is witnessing the break-up and 
scattering of literally millions of families, as the result of the 
crisis, unemployment, social degeneration, the starvation 
dole system and the movement to abolish even the present 
miserable standards of relief in order to "balance the budget."' 

The CP portrayed itseif as respectable in ternis of sexual mores, favouring 

the monogamous, heterosexual mariage and disavowing any allegianœ to 

"bohemian pseudo-radicalism in relation to sex and the family."m The Party 

constnicted its own message in opposition to bohemian pmmiscuity: 

There is in the United States, as in al1 capitalist wuntries, a 
growing circle of middle-class people among whom the 
degeneration and dissolution of family relations has proceeded 
quite far. A considerable number of these people accept this 
degeneration as "progressive" and make a theory out of it. 
M e n  they become real progressives on political and economic 
issues of the day, they try to graft upon the genuinely progressive 
movement their own particular theories about the family and 
sexual relations in general. They thus help to give "evidence" 
. . . that progressive, radical, and revolutionary movements real l y are 
enemies of the family. This is especially true of self-styled 'radical" circles 

University of British Columbia, Special Collections Division [UBCSC], William Bennett 
Collection, Box 1, File 2, 'What Is Communism?,' n-a, n-d. Akhough no date is specifically 
given, I assume from the context that the pamphlet was M e n  during the Depression. Similarly, 
Mi le  the pamphlet contains an interview with Earl Browûer, leader of the Communist Party of 
the United States from 1934 until 1945, it also makes reference to the CCF so the parnphfet was 
likely written and produceci, and was certainly used as a educational tool, in Canada. On 
Browder see Maurice Isserman, W i c h  Side Werie You On?": The American Communist Party 
DMng the Secund WarM War, (Middietown, Conn.: Wesleyan University Press, 1982) 1-9, 
" UBCSC, m a t  Is Comrnunism?" 

UBCSC, 'What 1s Communism?' 



of petty bourgeois bohemians in the big cities7' 

Many CP members had conventional sexual lives. Although Elspeth Gardner 

became a Iawyer, an occupation that very few wmen entered at this time, and 

"mamed late," other CP women, such as Vi Dewhurst, Betty Greenwell, Betty 

Grfin, and Mona Morgan, met their husbands through the Party and had cbildren.m 

Bill Bennett and his fel low Communists contrasted their respedabitity with 

the sexual depravity of European and North American Fascists and typified their 

foes as anti-family and bohemian in their sexual mores. Commenting in the 

People's Advocate on Dr. Joseph Jeffers, a pro-Nazi physician in North Arnerica, 

"01' Billn remarked that: 

This man-like individual is described in the press as "an anti-Jewish, 
anti-Catholic evangelist." Together with his wife he is charged with 
conducting a house of ill-fame. In his home w r e  staged parties at 
which the Iowst depths of sexual depravity w r e  reached, lewd 
exhibitions of the most disgusting character. Evidence of witnesses 
and moving picture films taken without his knowiedge prove the 
charges beyond the shadow of a doubt." 

Bill Bennett vent on to Say that: 

'' UBCSC, "What Is Comrnunism?" As Eric Hobsbawrn has noted, revolutionary rnovements have 
often had resewations çonceming ideas and adions supporting free sexual expression. 
Hobsbawm suggests that this is because the "libertanan" portions of revolutionary movements 
have dashed with the more 'puritanical" sectors and these latter groups have usually won out. 
See Eric Hobsbwm, 'Revolution And Sex," in Uncornmon People: Resisfance, Rebellion and 
Jan, (London: Abacus, 1998) 31 0-31 1. 
" Interview with Elspeth Gardner, 29 June 2000; interview with Vi Dewhurst, 23 May 2000; 
interview with Betty Greenwell, 29 May 2000; interview with Betty GMn, 15 May 2000; 
interview with Mona Morgan, 7 June 2000. 
A Peoples' Advocate, 7 July 1939. The Communist Party in the US. likewise associated 
bohemian promiscuity and homosexuality with crass rnaterialism, capitalkm and the 
bourgeoisie; it also equated artistic and sexual freedorn with fnvolity. See Rosalyn Baxandall, 
The Question Seldom Asked: Women and the CPUSA," in Michael E. Brown et al., eds., New 
StUams in the Politics and C u i i w  of U. S. Communr'sm, (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1 993) 
151. 



these advance agents of Hitler policies and practices, 
are typical of their masters-assassins, thieves and sex 
perverts. So capitalism exposes itself. It accuses socialisrn 
of the crimes it itself wmmits just as the Nazis accuse the 
democratic people of crimes which are committed daily by 
Nazi fa~cism.~' 

For an organization that was so radical in many ways, the CP did not step outside 

of the mainstream with regard to heterosexuality, monogamy, and the family? 

Other fascists w r e  attacked for their sexual behaviour. In particular, the 

Party ridiculed Fritz Kuhn, leader of the fascist group the German-American Bund, 

for his sexual indiscretions, noting that: 

the Hitler agent, although rnarried, is not living with his 
wife, but is wnstantly in wmpany with a mysterious blonde. 
The doctor bills w r e  learned tu have been paid by check to 
certain unnamed doctors, or in payment for special medical 
attention to unnamed lady friends of Kuhne7' 

While this example offers a critique of fascism, the Party is not concemed with 

fascist racism or violence but with the personal sex lives of individual fascists. In 

another column, Bennett wrote that the Nazis w r e  "dope fiends and sex-pewerts 

doing the bidding of the finance-industrial lords of Germany. The drug addict 

Goering must have had an extra heavy shot in the arrn last Saturday when he 

addressed his fellow Nazi gangsters at Nuremburg."" Bennett focuses on the 

penonal deviance of individual Nazis while failing to make a wider critique of 

'' Peoples' Advocate, 7 July 1939. 
" Baxandall, The Question Seldom Asked," 151. 

Peoples' Advocate. 2 June 1939. On Kuhn see Geoffrey S. Smith, 'To Save A Nation? 
Ameaan CountersubrnersNes, the New ûeai and the Coming of WorM WY Tm,  Revised Ed-, 
(New York: Elephant Paperbacks, 1992) 87-1 00. Smith remarks that Kuhn was convided of 
molesting a young girl in 1938; see Smith, 'Tb Save A Nation,' 95. 

Peoples' Advocate, 16 September 1938. 



fascism; he also continues to link sexual deviance with fascism and capitalists. 

Similarly. the image of Goering as a "dnig-addict" sends the message that 

fascists are abnomal and insane, denying them humanity and also denying that 

fascism had supporters among the "normaln population? CP members were not 

sexual and cultural radicals from the 1910-1917 period nor were they 1960s 

'hippies" interested in artificial stimulation as a means of "dropping out" of society. 

OwÏng, in part, to the wrkingclass background of many CP members, the Party 

associated dnigs and sexual freedorn with rniddle-class, bohemian values that 

w r e  bourgeois, decadent, and fascist. 

Men and wmen associated with the CP's trade unions were also 

concerned with proper gender roles in the workplace and the dornestic sphere. In 

particular, IWA loggers and labour organizers constructeci a more positive radical 

manhood. Communist unionists w r e  key to the formation of the International 

Woodworkers of Arnerica. During the 1 9 2 0 ~ ~  when union organizing was 

especially dangerous owing to the "Red Scareln Communists were the only group 

of people willing to organize the loggers of B.C." In the lean years of the 

Depression, Communists continued to w r k  as organizers in the unemployed and 

relief movernents in company towns and in logging campsm Comrnunists had 

forged bonds with logging wmmunities so that they were able to organize workers 

when industrial unionism emerged in the B.C. logging industry during the mid- 

1930~.~' With the Comintem's switch to a policy of "dual unionism,' the CPC 
To be fair, the Party offered more substanüal critiques of fascist violence and torture in other 

issues of the paper but the point, I think, remains a valid one. 
70 Lernbcke and Tattam, One Union in Wood, 18. 

Lernbcke and Tattam, One Union in Wood, 18. 
Lembcke and Tattam, One Unbn in Wood, 18. 



established the Workers Unity League [WUL] and the Lumber Workers Industrial 

Union [LWU] to compte with the consewative craf€ unions that operated under the 

umbrella of the Arnerican Federation of LaborSB When, in 1935, the CPC moved to 

the Popular Front position of joining with social democratic, liberal, and 

conservative political parties to combat the threat of fascism, the LWlU allied with 

the United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners [UBCJ] to become the Lumber 

and Sawmill Workers Union [LSWU].m In July of 1937, the LSWU left the 

Carpenters and sided with the new CIO movement, and changed its name to the 

These Communist loggers constnicted a masculinity that was particularly 

proletarian, in contrasted to both bourgeois masculinity and the "malenessn of 

conservative trade unionists. A short story written about the murder by wmpany 

thugs of t\iro Finnish union organizers, Viljo Rosval and Jon Voutilainen, presented 

male labour organizers as close to nature, strong, and sexuali~ed.~ The author 

remarked that: 

organizing in the bush in the middle of winter with the thermometer 
anywhere from ten to forty degrees below zero, the country covered with 
deep snows and a string of camps covering a territory of fifty or skty 
miles and separated from each other by distances varying from five 
to fifteen miles, then the question of geography and distance 
immediately becornes an important factor. This handicap, if such it may be 
called, can only be overcome by men possessed of a splendid 

82 Lembcke and Tattam, One Union in Mlbod, 20-21. 
Lembcke and Tattam, One Union in Wood, 42-43. 

" Lembcke and Tattam, One Union in Wood, 53-54. 
f i  On the murder of Rosval and Voutilainen see Andrew Neufeld and Andrew Pamaby, me IWA 
in Cana& 7he Me and Times of an Industrial Union, (Vancouver IWA CanadaNew Star 
Books, 2000) 30-31. 



physique and stamina. The w a k  and faint-hearted are useless here.@ 

Women w r e  nowhere to be found; rather, men wrked outside the home and 

organized other male workers. Moreover, only a certain type of man, one who is 

physically and mentally strong as well as sexually attractive, could hope to wrk in 

the bush and organize loggers. The story continued: 

cornrades Rossval and Voutilainen do not expect pleasantries in 
the front line trenches of the class war. These are the tasks that 
confront organizers of the L.W.I. U. and only the physically and 
rnentally fit survive in the service of the union. It is a far cry from 
this obscure imperative task and its faithful servants to the palatiai 
office, the mahogany desk and the senile and corpulent moghul 
of A.F. of L.-ism, but the historian of the future will have no dificulty 
disœming that which is genuine and that which is spur io~s.~~ 

Communist organizers in the logging industry operated according to a certain type 

of proletarian masculinity. The author elevated the two organizers over the labour 

aristocrats M o  sit at desks and no longer resemble the mrkers whom they daim 

to represent. In the w r l d  of the labour organizer, physically and mentally strong 

men worked outside the home to eam money and organize loggers. Historians 

have called this phenornenon "Marxist masculinity" and "virile syndicalism," where 

radical movements attempt to reconstitute or transfonn, but not eradicate, male 

privilege? The union organizers wanted to give loggers the powr  to challenge the 

UBCSC, Tom McEwen Fonds, Box 2, File 3, 'Men of the Forest: A Story of the lumber Workets 
Industrial Union of Canada," ma, n.d.. Since the LWlU dM not change its name to the IWA until 
1937, 1 assume that the author wrote the story during the l83Os. 

UBCSC, 'Men of the Forest.' 
On this point 1 have been influenced by Todd McCallum, 'Not A Sex Question? The One Big 

Union and The Politics of Radical Manhood," Labourhe Travail42 (Fall 1998): 19. See also 
McCallurn's MA thesis 'A Modem Weapon for Modem Man: Mandst MascuIinity and ffie Social 
-ces of The One BQ Union, 1919-1924," (MA Thesis, Simon Fraser University, 1995) 4-5; 
Francis Shor, 'Masculine Power and Virile Syndicalism: A Gendered Analysis of The IWW in 
Australia," Labow Hjstory 63 (November 1992): 83-99. 



Lumber Trust and conservative unionists. They were not concerned with working 

dass women's subordination in the home. 

5.C. loggers also made a link between masculinity and risk. Working as a 

logger in British Columbia was a dangerous job. Accidents occurred frequently, 

company thugs beat up and killed union organizers, and company officiais uvere 

often indifferent or hostile to the concems of loggen and unionists." In response, 

the loggers prized risk-taking and feats of strength and skill as integral parts of 

their masculine identities. An article in the Lumber Worker, entitled 'Tough Guys 

Of Tall Timbers," notes that 

the first wrk on the tree is done by the finest and bravest 
men in the lumber camps - the timber toppers. For this job, 
it is said that a man needs nerves of steel, the muscles of a 
gorilla, and the stamina of a marathon runner. No wonder he 
is nicknamed the Human Fly. He is the king of the wods, the 
highest-paid and most skilful of al l lumbe jacks." 

lt was important to demonstrate this skill and bravery: "after his job is over 

the timber-topper doesn't as a rule descend the tree at once. To entertain his pals 

below he often perfons some of the most hair-raising stunts you can imagine."" 

The Lumber Worker also noted that "the timber-topper stands on the tree top. With 

his hands locked behind his head he moves slowiy round in a wmplete circle, 

staring up into the sky at al1 times. One slip when doing this w u l d  mean certain 

death?The author concluded that "in spite of al1 these dangers you can never get 

On the I.W.A. in particular and on loggers in general see Myrtle Bergren, Tough TImW The 
Loggem of B.C. - Thek Story, (Tomonto: Pmgress Books, 1966) passim; Lernbcke and Tattam, 
One Union in Wood, passim. 

The 8.C. Lumber Workw, 2 February 1938. 
O' The B. C. Lumber Worker, 2 Febniary 1 938. 
~2 n>e B.C. Lumber Worker, 2 Febniary 1938. 



a man of the tall timbers to give up his job ... the lure of the great wods and the 

hazards of the mankilling Douglas Fir always brings thern back to the most 

dangerous job of the twentieth century - lumber-ja&ing!ng) The risk is part of the 

attraction for these men; even though their actions are dangerous they perfom 

thern, regardless of the risk involved, in order to confonn with wrking-class male 

culture. 

Even their recreation was rough. In Vancouver's Skid Road, home for 

loggers when w r k  was finished, "the saloons ... were noisy with talk, and some 

young logger who had one too many, could always be seen, haïr tousled and 

mackinaw askew, looking for a fight or being dragged out of one by his 

~omrades."~ MyrUe Bergren recounts another incident that had occurred in 1927 

when a tree crushed three loggers." She w n t  on to comment that an old logger 

had to wait for his partners to saw him out from under a tree; m e n  they finally got 

the logger to Youbou, he had to wait another three hours for an ambulance to take 

to the hospital in Duncan which was 28 miles away? Although this rough lifestyle 

was a legitimate expression of male, woiking-class culture in B.C., it was a 

"macho" culture that led to many deaths Mile excluding wmen from participation. 

What can \AR wnclude about CP wmen's rofes and the Party's 

construction of a respectable masculine identity during the 1930s? The Vancouver 

Communist Party's position on wmen and proper gender roles was hm-sided 

and complex. M i l e  the Party was committed to gender equality in theory, this 

The B. C. Lumber Worker, 2 Febbniary 1938. 
Bergren, T o m  Timber, 26. 
Bergren, Tou* Timber, 67. 
Bergren, Tough TImber, 67. 



cornmitment did not always exist in practice. In the specific context of the 1930s, 

Party members viewed wmen as awiliary contributors to the stniggle against 

unemployrnent, but generally held to a white, middle-class conception of a 

mman's role in society. White Communist -men were crucial to the success 

that the CP had, male and female Communists saw women's contributions as 

expected and natural not as constructed. Communist women and men attempted 

to "perform" the roie that society expected of them.07 Betty Grmn remarked that CP 

mmen did not think about their subordinate status in the Party; concerning their 

double work load of domestic and Party wotk, Griflin said that they "just did it."" 

Rosaleen Ross, -ose parents were members of the British Labour Party prior to 

immigrating to Canada, noted that, as a child in a progressive family, her 

participation in the radical movement was 'taken for grantedn and was Tust part of 

the job."' This helps to explain why most Party women did not challenge their 

secondary role. The prevailing gender noms of the period, especially the idea of 

separate spheres, Iimited the extent to which the Communists could go beyond 

dominant ideas slrrrounding wmen and sexuality. No doubt the CP would have 

had a difficult time attracting anyone to their party had they attempted to go 

drastically beyond white, Anglo-Celtic values about sex. 

The dominant gender ideals of the period strongly influenced the 

Vancouver CF. The notion of 'separate spheres" was part of this dominant gender 

ideal. The terni "separate spheres" describes men going out into the world and 

On gender as performance see Judith Butler, Gmdrer Tmubk: Feminism and the Subvemkn 
of IdenMy, (New York: Routledge, 1990) passim. 
Ynterview with Betty Griffin, 18 May 2000 by Bnan Thom. 

Interview with Rosaleen Ross, 15 May 2000. 



eaming money M i l e  women remain in the home as the guardians of the 

domestic sphere.lm Given that CP women were mostly mothers and wives in 

wrking-class families, their husbands, as with most men at this time, felt that 

women should not work outside the home for wages Mer they had married.lm The 

'breadwinner ideology" was closely related to separate spheres. Most people felt 

that men should be the sole wage earners in families M i l e  women had to remain 

pure and virtuous vuhile looking after the children and the home? The dominant 

culture also assumed that males were superior to females. Where women w r e  

'calm ... receptive," 'passiven and "users," men were 'restless, adventurous, 

creative, active," and 'rnaker~."~~ Women became housewives and caregivers 

M i l e  men became vmrkers and bosses. "Respectable" society held that females 

had to bewme wives and mothers; this was considered a wrnan's biological 

destiny.lM Similarly, society defined a -.vomanls value accwding to her physical 

appearan~e.'~ Men, it was thought, wanted an attractive woman for a wife and a 

rnother to bis children. During this period, "respectable" citizens were Mite, 

middle class, English-speaking, and Protestant. To that end, middle class, Anglo- 

Canadian women disdained immigrants frorn Eastern and Southem Europe and 

Asia as "threats" to the superiority of the white race? Canadian elites preferred 

lm Veronica Strong-Boag, The New Day R e c a l M  Lives of GKls and Women in English Canada, 
(Maficham, Ont.: Penguin Books, 1988) 19. 
'O' Parr, The Gender of Beadwinnem, 24. 
l m  Parr, The Gender of Sreadwinm, 24. 
lm Strong-Boag , The New Day Recalled, 18. 
lm Strong-Boag, The New Day RecaUed, 18. 

Strong-Boag , The New Day Recalled, 1 8. 
'Od Carol Lee Bacchi, Libemtion Deibnied? The ldeas of the English-Canadian SUm-agists, 1877- 
1918, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1983) 53. 



immigrants of "gooâ, sound British ~todd"'~~ 

The Communist Party of Canada, founded in 1921 in Guelph, Ontario, 

despite its radical orientation, held on to many of the noms of the period. Taking 

inspiration from the Russian Revolution of 1917, the CPC's founders created a 

highly central ized, underground, il legal organization that sought to effect revolution 

in Canada on the Bolshevik rnodel.lm The CPC, unlike later political parties such 

as the Co-Operative Commonwealth Federation, had no desire to work within the 

established parliamentary system. The Party did not want 'part-timen 

revolutionaries; instead, it only wanted comrnitted members who were willing to 

devote their lives to the muse.'" The CPC agreed to adhere to the dictates of the 

Communist International [Comintem] in Moscow, which became the goveming 

body of CPs al! over the world.l1° Canadian Communists saw the Party as being 

the "vanguard" of the fight for working class emancipation from the capitalist 

systern. The Party embraced iron discipline local Party 'cellsn owing absolute 

allegiance to the CPC leadership.''' This model foltowed Lenin's view that had led 

to a successful revolution in Russia. 

Yet the radical orientation of the CPC did not extend fully to women. This is 

curious given that women such as Bella Hall Gauld and Florence Custance were 

among the Party's founders."* The Party followed Lenin's view on "The Women 
Bacchi, tiberatbn De&&?, 53. 

lm William Rodne y, SoMiers of the infernathal: A History of the Communkt Party of Canada 
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Question" and this suggests an explanation for the CPC's gender policies. Lenin 

believed that the Comrnunist Party needed women to leave the home and become 

comrnitted revolutionaries. Lenin, like many Communists, believed that most 

wmen w r e  politically "backward" and of no use to the revolutionary movement. 

Lenin felt that the CPs had to guide women in the struggle against capitalism. 

Moreover, he believed that, once the revolutionaries had established a Comrnunist 

state, then wmen's emancipation w u l d  follow as a natural and inevitable result 

of capitalism's overthrow. Lenin was also disdainfui of the efforts of feminists sud, 

as lnessa Armand and Aleksandra Kollontai to challenge conventionai views of 

sex and mamage. In a Leninist analysis, the revolutionary movement did not seek 

women's emancipation as an end in itself; CP -men were always individual 

fighters in a male-dominated Canadian Communists felt tied to the 

Leninist view of a vanguard Party leading the different CP celts, like the women's 

section. This tie to Leninist dogma helps to explain the conservative nature of the 

CPC on the wornan question. 

While the CP espoused gender equality and addressed women's 

concems in the newspaper, the Party was found wanting when it came to putting 

these ideals into practice. The CP constructed an ideal of male Communist 

respectability which upheld the heterosexual, monogamorts family even as it 

presented a critique of fascism. As CP member Lil Stoneman said "you have to 

fight and struggle for e~erything."''~ Vancouver's Communists made sure that Party 

wmen  always had to fight and stniggle harder for everything. 

Sangster, Dveams of Equality, 1 8-1 9. 
'14 WLHC, Intewiew with Lii Stoneman, Summer 1979, with Sara Diamond. 



Chapter Two: 
"We Can't Have Peace if We Don? Have Unityn: 

Vancouver's Communist Women Csnfront Wodd War Two 

From 14 to 19 Deœmber 1942, Communist Party candidates swept the 

elections for the executive offices of the Boilemakers and lron Shipbuilders Union, 

Local No. 1, Vancouver.' Since shipbuilding was crucial to the Allied war Mort, the 

Communists' victory came as a shock to the anti-Communist unionists of the 

Canadian Congress of Labour [CCL], who were affiliated with the craft unionists of 

the Trades and Labor Council-American Federation of Labor [TLC-AFL]. The CCL 

responded to the Communist threat by declaring the election uncon~titutional.~ 

Shortly thereafter, the CC1 suspended the Cornmunist officers and the union 

charter, and appointed the regional Congress director as the administrator of the 

Boilemakers' Unions3 

In the days that followed, the commission that the CCL executive council 

appointed to solve the problern declared the election invalid but stated that 

suspending the charter wms also unconstitutional.' In the subsequent eledion, the 

Boilemakers elected the Communists again; the CCL responded by trying to set 

up shipyard unions based on industrial lines in order to fragment the 

Cornmunists' strength.' On 3 Novernber 1943, the B.C. Supreme Court ruled the 

' University of British Columbia Special Collections (UBCSC), Angus Maclnnis Memorial 
Colledion, Box 34, File 2, 'Report of Commission Appointed by the Executive Council of the 
Canadian Congress of Labour at Its Sessions In Ottawa, January 9, 1943." 
' As recounted in Paul Phillips, No Power Greatec A Centwy of Labour in British CoIumbia, 
(Vancouver: BC Federation of LabourIBoag Foundation, 1967) 133-1 34. 

Phillips, No Power Greater, 134. 
Phillips, No Power Greater, 134. 

" Phillips, No Power Greater, 134. 



CCL's actions illegal.' The situation ended in victory for the Communists with the 

fornation of the Shipyard General Workers' Federation of British Columbia that the 

CCL gave the responsibility of chartering local unions.? The Suprerne Court's 

decision forced the CCL to gant the radical Boilemakers their independence, give 

the union full status as a national union rather than keeping it as a Congress local, 

and reduce the union's per capita tax for membership in the Congress from 

Wnty-five cents to three cents8 

m i l e  the CCL was deciding the fate of the Boilemakers' Union, rank and 

file union members w r e  hardly idle; indeed, the union issued bulletins as these 

events unfolded, providing information to union members as well as comic relief. 

Some of this humour related to the wmen who were new to such unions as the 

Boilermakers. With the commencement of World War 11, wmen came into the war 

industries in record numbers to replace men who had been released from their 

jobs to fight in Europeg 

The dominant culture felt profoundly uncornfortable at seeing -men corne 

Howard White, A Hard Man to Beat: nie Story of Bill White, Labour Leader, Histonan, 
Shipyard Worker? Raconteur, (Vancouver: Pulp Press, 1983) 33. 
Phillips, NO Power Greater, 1 34. 
White, A Hard Man to Beat, 33. 
' The key tex1 in the Canadian context is Ruth Roach Pierson, 7hey-k StN Women Affer AI": 
TAe Second World War and Canadian Womanhmd, (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1986). 
The American Iiterature on this subjed is vast; what follows is only a partial Iist. See, for 
example, Karen Anderson, WaRme Women: Sex Roles, Family Relations, and the Status of 
Women Dunng World Ww II, (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1981); D'Am Campbell, 
Women at War Wrtfi America: Private mes in a Pabriotic Era, (Cambridge, Mass.: Haward 
University Press, 1984); Susan M. Hartmann, 7 7 ~  Home Front and Beyond: Ame&an Women in 
the 1940s, (Boston: Twayne Publishers, 1982); Maureen Honey, Creating Rosie The Riveteri- 
Class, Gender, and Pmpaganda 0- W d d  War II, (Amherst: The University of Massachusetts, 
1984); Ruth Milkman, Gender at Work: The Dynamics of Job Segwgation by Sex Dmng World 
War II, (Uhna and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1987). A much-cited text that focuses on 
the European experience is Leila J. Rupp, MobiIizing Women for War: Geman and American 
Pmpaganda? 1939-1945, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1 978). 



into the wartime wrk force. The larger society felt that wmenJs entry into what 

were previously male dominated occupations was a temporary phen~rnenon.'~ lt 

was thought that women w u l d  return to the home after the war ended, many, and 

have children.ll Even during the war, the armed forces emphasized that women 

serving in the Canadian Women's Amy Corps [CWAC] were still feminine and 

heterosexual and that these wornen wu ld  retum to the domestic sphere as soon 

as the war had ended-l2 Some elements in the dominant culture feared that the 

women serving in CWAC wu ld  turn to homosexuality or bewme manly as a result 

of serving in M a t  were fomerly male jobs." A similar fear arose surrounding 

women wrkers in industry. 

The dominant society's view of women, shaped by the necessity of war, 

was ambivalent. m i l e  the armed forces and the war industries needed wmrnen's 

labour, rnainstream society felt that the presence of women in non-traditional 

occupations signified disorder. A "moral panicn developed over women's activity in 

industry and the military. There was concem over the possibility of male soldiers 

and CWAC members having sexual liaisons and upsetting morale; a panic also 

spread concerning the possibility of outbreaks of venereal disease and illegitimate 

pregnan~ies.'~ There was also a sexual division of labour that emerged because 

of the war. Men became heroic soldiers who served on the front lines while 

l0 Numemus historians have commented on the temporary nature of women's entry into non- 
traditional jobs. ln pacticular see Honey, Creafing Rosie me Rhter, 6-1 7; Milkrnan, Gender at 
M, 1-1 1 ; Pierson, 'Thefre Sfil Women Amr /VI,  " 21 5-220. 
l1 Pierson, 'They're Still Women Aî?erAIl,"217-218. 
l2 Pieson, 'They're Sfil Women AtterAiI," 135-136. 
l3 Nancy Louise Olson, 'Assembling A Li&: The (Auto) BiOgaphy of Alexis Amelia Alvey, " (MA 
Thesis, Simon Fraser University, 1 998); Pierson, 7'hey're SiIl Women AiVer AI/, " 140-160. 
l4 Pie mon, 'They're Sa11 Wornen ARer All, " t 69-1 87. 



wmen rernained on the home front as almiliary supporters to the men; women 

rationed their families' food intake, put together care packages for servicemen, 

and brought their oM pots and pans to the authorities to be used for swap metal.'' 

An example from one of these bulletins illustrated the gendered aspect of 

the war. In a section entitled "The Scrap Pile," the miter remarked: "welder's wÏfe to 

neighbor: I don't like this business of women working in the shipyards. You know 

how attractive my husband is!"" Another exemple from the same bulletin portrayed 

a wman  ~ioiker challenging a man on the correct way to perform a task "Charge 

hand to lady bolter-up: 'Now put the nut on the other way. In the shipyard we have 

to put them on the wrong way.' " The "lady bolter-upn responded by saying 'Oh! 

smart guy, eh? Think I'm dumb? l'II put them on the right way - same as I did the 

other Mm plates. Beat it before I crow you!"17 Some women felt that their femininity 

was threatened because they had taken on men's jobs: 

they found a woman in the States who is sony she 
went to wrk in the shipyards. Listen .. . Yeah! I should 
have got a nice easy job in an airplane plant. I wsnt to 
a dance the other night, and I had on an evening gown, 
sleeveless and low in the back. The men were al1 
complimenting me on the fine muscles I had on rny 
shoulders and my arms. One stoop even told me I had 
a manly walk. Now I gotta practice ai home io walk like 
a lady.T8 

World War II also effected change for the Communist Party of Canada. 

lS Pierson, '7hey're SaïI Women After Ail, 33-41. 
le UBCSC. Tom McEwen Fonds, Box 2, File 5. 'Bulletin No. 10. Wednesday, April 14, 1 943. 
lssued by Boilemakers' and lron ShipbuiMers' Union Of Canada - Local No. 1 ." 
l7 UBCSC, Tom McEwen Fonds, Box 2, File 5, "Bulletin No. 10.' 
la UBCSC, Angus Maclnnis Memonal Collection, Box 34, File 2, 'Bulletin No. 9. Wednesday, 
April 7, 1943. lssued by ... Boilemakers' and lron Shipbuilders' of Canada - Local No. 1 ." 



Between the beginning of the war, on 1 September 1939, and Nazi Germany's 

invasion of the Soviet Union on 22 June 1941,  Communist Parties the world over, 

acting in cornpliance with the Communist International's viewpoint and in 

response to the Nazi-Soviet Pact, opposed the war effort, saying that it was an 

imperialist venture by British and Canadian elites? With Nazi Gennany's invasion 

of the Soviet Union, the CPC switched its policy to one of support for the Allied war 

effort, even if this meant allying with conservative or bourgeois liberal governments 

such as those of Winston Churchill in Britain, W.L. MacKenzie King in Canada, and 

Franklin D. Roosevelt in the United States? Sinœ conservative and liberal political 

parties were now CP allies, indigenous CPs attempted to make themselves into 

'respectablen political organizations that would attract large numbers of people 

with differing vie- and not challenge the capitaiist status quo. 

The Women's Awiliaries supported the new CP line on the war. An article 

in The Ladies' Auxiliary, B.C. District Council, sent a resolution to Prime Minister 

MacKenzie King, "urging the necessity of an immediate second front? The IWA 

Ladies' Auxiliary to Local 1-80 in Courtenay contributed matenal aid and 

established "a Home Cornforts Organization at Courtenay which w'll send parcels 

to local boys averseas. Each member is knitting in her spare time and a dance is 

being planned to raise funds for the ~rganization."~ 

Joan Sangster, Dreams of Equality: Women on the Canadian LeR, 1920-?950, (Toronto: 
McCleiland And Stewart, 1989) 166. In the American context, the key text is Maurice Isseman, 
'Which Side Wem You On?" nie American Communist Perty Dm-ng The Second World WW, 
(Middletown, Conn.: Wesleyan University Press, 1982) 32-55. 

Sangster, Dreams of €quaMy, l6Sl7O. See also Isserman, IWhich Side Were You On?," 10% 
117. 
21 TIle B.C. Lumber Workw, 1 O Odober 1942. 
a The B. C. Lumber Worker, 19 Septem ber 1 942. 



The WomenJs Auxiliaries of the CP-led unions also raised funds for the 

Red Cross and for Russian War Relief. The Party's support for the Soviet Union 

was not surprising given the admiration that the CP feit for Soviet-style 

Cornmunism. Communist women vuorking to raise money for the Red Cross. a 

conservative organization, was more revealing. As John Hutchinson argues, the 

Red Cross, M i l e  initially a purely philanthropie society that attempted to remain 

neutral in armed confiicts, transfonned into an organization that supported 

militarism and romantic nationalism during the period be-n 1880 and 1906? 

Hutchinson also notes that the national Red Cross societies, in Japan, France, the 

United States and elsewhere, supported the imperialist and militarist ideologies of 

their home ~ountries.*~ The Red Cross supported an ultra-traditional conception of 

a woman's role in society. The society portrayed wmen as the source of al1 

goodness: as mothers, caregivers and auxiliary supporters to brave soldiers who 

fought for a just cause." Thus, the Vancouver CPJs support for the Red Cross, 

given the latter's tolerance for militarism and nationalism, dernonstrates the 

Party's attempt to constnict itself as a respectable and conventional political party. 

Several CP-led unions supported the Red Cross and Russian War Relief. 

At their meeting held on 7 December 1942, the secretary for the Hotel, Restaurant, 

and Culinary Employees' and Bartenders' Union [HRWU] said that the union had 

"received from the Red Cross an appeal to aid the Russian allies. An appeal was 

" John F. Hutchinson, Champions of Ch-: War and the Rise of fhe Red Cross, (Boulder and 
Oxford: Westview Press, 1996) 150 and 346-355. 

Hutchinson, Champions of Ch-, 256-276. 
25 Hutchinson, Champbns of Ch*, 280-268. Hutchinson notes that l'Action Sociale de la 
Femme, a right-wing, anti-modern, anti-feminist, and pro-Catholic organization, called on 
French women to join the Red Cross. See Hutchinson, Champions of Ch-, 264-265 



read from the Youth Federatîon asking our support in assisting them financially in 

having a recreation for the benefit of the amed forces and trade union youth."" The 

lntemational Union of Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers [Mine-Mill] was another CP- 

led union that had Women's Auxiliarie~.~ In a letter, dated 20 June 1945, from L.V. 

Lane, secretary of the Kimberly, B.C. Branch of the Red Cross, addressed to "Mrs. 

J. R. McFarlane," secretary of the WA to MineMill Local 437, Lane writes that "the 

exewtive of the Canadian Red Cross Society, Kimberley Branch, wish to thank 

your organization, the LadiesJ Auxiliary, Local 137, for the splendid donation which 

they made to the Red Cross effort."= In having the Women's Auxiliaries perform 

these "fernale" acts, the CP showd that it supported the doctrine of separate 

spheres. 

The IWA Ladies Auiliary of Duncan 'held a dance on March 18 and the 

proceeds were donated to the Red Cross drive for funds. A good sum was 

reali~ed."~~ The members of the Women's Auxiliaries of the IWA also raiseâ money 

for Russian war relief and contributed 'a goodly number of sweatersn and other 

knitted articlesm CP member Rosaleen Ross notes that wornen did much of the 

"behind the scenes" work in the Party; women performed such "ferninine" tasks as 

UBCSC, Hotel Restaurant, and Culinary Ernployees' and Bartenders' Union, Local No. 28 
Fonds. Minutes of Meeting held 3 December 1942- 3 PM. The Labor Youth Federation [Lm 
was the CP's youth wing; its name had changed from the Young Communist League [YCLJ as a 
condition of the CPCILPP becoming legal again in the fall of 1942; interview with Betty Griffin, 
18 May 2000 by Brian Thom 
IT On Mine-Mill see Al King with Kate Braid, Red &fi! StnrggEes of a Mine Mill Local, 
(Vancouver: Kingbird Publishing, 1998) 51-53. 
a UBCSC, Papers of the International Union of Mine, Mill and Smelter Wodcers (Mine-Mill 
Papers). L.V. Lane. Letter to Mrs. J.R. McFarlane, 20 June 1945. 
a 7be B.C. Lumber Worker, 220 March 1944- 
JO The B. C. Lumber Worker, 3 A prie 1 944. 



knitting sweaters and organizing dances to raise mor~ey.~' Women in the IWA 

auxiliaries "went door to door canvassing for Victory War Bonds and they asked the 

govemment for more sugar so that they could make ... blackberry jam ... for the 

cfippled children's solarium." The -men 'undertook to send cigarettes to the 

boys and men overseas and they did simply everything that was done for the war 

effort? 

Between June of 1940 and October of 1942, the Communist Party was an 

illegal organization." Mona Morgan notes that after the outbreak of war, 'it didn't 

take thern a minute to bring the War Measures Act into play ... the Gemans and 

ltalians and the Japanese were herded ofF to intemment camps but so were 

Communists and Labour leaders and there wre 250 Communists who w r e  

intemed in that period? Morgan continues that "the authorities just vent into 

homes, summarily picked up people, took them off, and took thern to internment 

camps and again women are in charge not only with home and family but also 

with other things because the men and the other leaders are removed ... so the 

Party had to go underground ... it was a terrible time."" During this period the 

Vancouver CPis newspaper was shut clown and the police and govemment 

destroyed its apparatus? The authorities justified the repression because the CP 

did not support the war effort, although this soon changed. In Vancouver, the 

authorities arrested prominent Communists such as Tom McEviien and Fergus 
lnterview with Rosaleen Ross, 15 May 2000 by Brian Thom. 
WLHC, SFU, interview with Myrtle krgmn. 
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McKean. Mona Morgan notes how the vuives and families of these internees 

worked to gain the release of their fathers, brothers, and husbands as members 

of "a new organization ... the Council for Democratic Right~."~ These women may 

have been acting out of "wifely duty"; however, many of them wre  also activists in 

their own right? 

Rose McEwen led a successful campaign to gain the release of her 

husband, Tom M c E ~ e n . ~  In a letter to the Mnnipeg Free Press, she wrote: 

my husband, Mr. Thomas McEwen, has been interned. He 
was sentenced to hm years hard labour in October 1940 for 
being a member of an "illegal organization," the Communist 
Party of Canada ... I appeal to you as a Canadian citizen, wife 
of a British subject and mother of a 14-month old Canadian 
boy to assist me in releasing my husband so that justice rnay 
be done.* 

Rose McEwen continues : 

my husband was born in Scotland and is a skilled blacksmith 
by trade. Since coming to this country he has been atways in 
the ranks of those who fought consistently for labour and 
opposed fascism. He feels, as do f and many others, that it 
is a burlesque of justice to intern an anti-fascist." 

She follows this point by stating 'alone I am helpless to obtain his release," 

drawing on the image of a lonely mother raising a child without her husband's 

37 Interview with Mona Morgan. 
js Sangster, Dreams of Equality, 169. 
Jg McEwen describes his intemment in his memoirs, The Forge Gbws Red= From Wacksmiîh to 
Rewluthnary, (Toronto: Pmgress Books, 1 974) 207-21 7. Maurice Rush also mentions McEwen's 
intemment in We Have A Glowing Drearn: Rm/lectbns of Working CIass and People's 
Sauggles in B.C. f935-1995, (Vancouver: Centre for Socialist Education, 1996) 166-167. 
* UBCSC, Tom McEwen Fonds, Box 1, File 3. Letter from Rose McEwen to The Editor, 
Wnnipeg Free Press, 21 November 1941. 
'' UBCSC, Tom McEwen Fonds, Box 1, File 3. Letter from Rose McEwen. 



aid? She also emphasizes her husband's skill as a blacksmith which w u l d  aid 

the war effort. Ironically, CP women used dominant cultural ideals of motherhood 

and British citizenship to campaign for their male relatives' release from captivity. 

The use of British citizenship was especially ironic, given that, during World War II, 

the dominant society did not consider CP members of Scandinavian or Eastern 

European background to be "whitew or 'respectable." 

Demonstrating the importance of the "radical family" in the Vancouver CP, 

lsobella McEwn, one of Tom McEwen's daughters, wrote a letter to Louis St. 

Laurent, the Federal Minister of Justice, asking for her father's release. She wrate: 

my father fought Nazism and fascisrn, many years before 
this war began ... His family are al1 staunch anti-fascists. 
Both of his sons, and his son-in-law, w r e  in the 
battle for Loyalist Spain. To-day his younger son is 
in Canada's active arrny; the older is employed in an 
important defence industry, and his son-in-law has 
already given his life in the Battle for the Atlantic? 

lsobella McEwen calls upon the discourse of nationality and citizenship in order to 

appeal for her father's release. She suggests that her father is as patriotic as any 

Conservative or Liberal Canadian since he has had sons die in the war against 

fascism. Indeed, lsobella notes that her father is even more of a patriot since he 

fought fascisrn many years before the established political parties saw it as a 

threat. 

Rose McEwen organized the radical community to assist her in gaining 

42 UBCSC, Tom McEwen Fonds, Box 1, File 3. Letîer from Rose McEwen. 
UBCSC, Tom McEwen Fonds, Box 1, File 3. Letter fmm Isobella T. McEwen to The Hon. L. 

St. Laurent, Minister of Justice, 21 May 1942. 



freedom for her husband. Labour lawyer John Stanton wrote to Louis St. Laurent 

that: '1 understand from Mrs McEwen, wife of the above, that her husband has been 

intemed for some time under Regulation 21 of the Defenœ of Canada 

Regulations, I have been asked by her to wwite you a letter of charader reference? 

Stanton goes on to Say that "Mr McEwen has a reputation in this wmmunity both 

as a skilled tradesmen and as a man of pronounced anti-fascist views ... if 

released Mr McEwen would doubtless place his skill at the disposal of his 

country."* He continues his letter by noting that 'the general intemment policy of 

the Department Of Justice seems to me to require some considerable revision."* 

Stanton draws upon the same thernes as the McEwen wmen, stating that Tom is 

a man of skill and a man ~Ath a long-standing record of opposition to fascism. 

Stanton notes that it is ludicrous for a man of McEwn's background to be intemed 

h i l e  a war against fascism is going on: 

if men of Mr McEwn's reputation are to be indefinitely 
intemed at a tirne when there is obvious need for 
the services of al1 who are sincere in their determination 
to defeat the Axis powers, there cannot but be serious 
harm done to the country's morale.47 

An item from The Toronto Daily Star, written about Tom McEwn's release 

from prison, offers more information on the radical family: 

* UBCSC, Tom McEwen Fonds, Box 1, File 3. Letter from John Stanton to The Honourable 
Minister of Justice, 20 Apnl 1942. Stanton was a lawyer prominent in supporting the CP and 
other radical organizations. See Stanton's memoirs, My Past 1s Now: Further Merno& of a 
Labour Lawyer, (St. John's: Canadian Cornmittee on Labaur History, 1994); Never Say Die! The 
Life And Tme of John Stanton, A Pioneer Labour Lawyer, (Ottawa: Steel Rail Publishing, 
1987). 
* UBCSC, Tom McEwen Fonds, Box 1, File 3. Letter from John Stanton. 
*dUBCSC, Tom McEwen Fonds, Box 1, File 3. Letter from John Stanton. 
" UBCSC, Tom McEwen Fonds, Box 1, File 3. Letter from John Stanton. 



released from Internment with four others after two years, 
Tom Ewn, former Communist party organizer, stopped 
over in Toronto for a reunion with his soldier son and IHFO 
daughters, then left for Vancouver to rejoin his wife and 
seek a war production job. Shown here are Mrs. Jean Kozar, 
a daughter, Ewen, his grandson, Tommy Kozar, nine months, 
another daughter, Isobella, and his son, Signalman Bruce Ewen .& 

McEwen emphasizes his support for the war effort and the sacrifices his farnily 

had made in order to fight fascism. The article, quoting McEwen, continues that: 

"this family has been fighting Hitler for 10 years. Now we're 
going to fight harder than ever," said Tom Ewen .. . the former 
Communist Party organizer left Sunday night for Vancouver, 
where his wife and two year-old son, whom he has seen only 
once, await him." 

McEwen then remarks that he intends to take a job in the war industries: " '1 am 

going to help cany on the fight for the lifting of the ban on the Communist Party so 

that we can al1 join freely in total war against Hitler,' he said ... A blacksrnith, expert 

machinist, and riveter, Ewen has no doubt he can help build ships."" McEwen 

wnstnicts himself, and his family members. as fighters against the cause of 

fascism. McEwen, fighting for a greater cause than capitalisrn's defeat, is even 

willing to work in the war industries of a country that had only recently imprisoned 

Various radical families played key roles in organizing the Vancouver CP 

during these years. Other important Communist families besides the McEwens 

included the Bjamason, Greenwll, Griffin, Gidora-Dewhurst, and Pritchett 

a UBCSC, Tom McEwen Fonds, Box 2, File 4. The Toronto Daiiy Star, 13 October 1942. 
*O UBCSC, Tom McEwen Fonds, Box 2, file 4.  The Tmnto Daily Star, 13 October 1942. 
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families? Indeed, many CP women became involved the Party because their 

parents were also left-wing. Rosaleen Ross's parents had been members of the 

British Labour Party and. after immigrating to Canada, Ross became involved wlth 

the peace movement and with the campaign against Spanish fas~isrn.~~ These 

-men assisted at strikes and demonstrations and organized consumer boycotts. 

'1 think that ... was quite tme of quite a number of progressive families that they 

were close knit to their children," notes Elspeth Gardner? Gardner's father Peter 

Munro was a street railwayman and an activist with the union M i l e  her mother 

Elsie Munro, who had emigrated from Scotland, was active in the community Ath 

the Parent-Teacher Association [PTA] and with the Women's Labor League and 

the Housewives' League? These Communist wmen came from sirnilar 

backgrounds: they were workingclass and often of British or Scandinavian 

descent; many were recent immigrants. 

Many Communist couples, for example Mona and Nigel Morgan, Viola and 

Alf Dewhurst, Betty and Donald Greenwell, and Betty and Harold [Hal] Griffin, met 

through the PartymSBetty GrifRn notes that 'Hal was editor of the paper at that time 

and he was also one of those giving classes. And ... being sort of new and all, I 

was assigned to his class and ha was very arrogant and I hated his guts!"= Betty 
'' lnterview with Betty Greenwell, 29 May 2000 by Brian Thorn; interview with Betty Griffin; 
Rush, We Have A Glowing Dream," 158. 
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"inheritedn two children that Hal Griffin had by his then-wife Kay, from whom he 

separated just before he mamed Betty? 'He w n t  back to wrk and I went home 

Ath the kids. So, as a result, 1 had to stay home and look after kids at that time. Of 

course it was a wood stove, ice in the ice box ... I had no washing machine, 

diapers to do 'cause Sean ... was a year old ... and Shannon was four" Betty Grifin 

continues.58 As the examples of the Griffin and McEwen families show, wmen 

played key roles in the functioning of uprogressive" families. They raised the 

children, did the bulk of the housework and supported their husbands' political 

careers. CP women played an important role both in the Party and in their 

husbands' lives." 

CP women w r e  active agents in organizing €0 help their husbands and 

male relatives; M i le  Joan Sangster's argument about "wifely virtue" may well be 

true, it is no less true that Communist wives and daughters were important to the 

movement in numerous ways. During the period M e n  the CP was illegal, women 

not only carnpaigned for the Party leaders' release but they also kept the Party 

paper going, using mimeograph machines, h i l e  being careful to avoid capture by 

the authorities?" Publishing a newspaper, which keeps members up to date on 

activities and also serves as a propaganda tool to draw in new supporters, is 

crucial to the functioning of any organization, particularly a radical group like the 
" Interview with Betty Griffin. 
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CP. Thus, the imprisoned CP leaders o w d  Party women a debt for keeping the 

movement alive while the wartime state kept them as its captives. 

As they had in the Depression, Communist women organized against the 

high cost of living, a result of wrtime rationing. This wnœm ocaipied a 

significant amount of space in the Party weeklies, for w g e  and price controls 

affected wrkers dflerently than they did the rich. 'The wrker's family must spend 

more on such necessities as clothes and food and it happens that clothing and 

food have increased most in priœ since the beginning of the waf noted one CP 

writer, Bert Marcuse. "Try to tell ... a iniorker's wife that the cost of living has only 

risen 16.9 percent ... and they'll probably tell you you're crazy ... workers who are 

earning less than the $1,700 of the average family has less money to spend on 

luxuries like travel, recreation, do~tors."~' 

The war caused prices of staple working class foods to rise drastically, 

thereby increasing the hardship on wrking families. Largely because of the need 

for wartime rationing, consumption, of both necessities and of leisure items, 

became important to the Party and to CP women. For example, the Party 

wmmented that while the price of luxury foods, which working families cannot 

afford, remained the same, the price of the food that workers ate rose drastically: 

"such staple \niorking- class family foods as stewing beef have gone up in price 65 

percent since the war began"." 

CP wornen used the International Women's Day Celebrations to develop 

the idea of the left-wing woman as a radical mother and consumer. Kay Gregory 

The B. C. Lumber Worker, 16 November 1942. 
The B. C. Lumber Workw, 16 Novernber 1942. 



noted that "this war ... has brought one penalty of which women are rnost aware - 

increased living ~os ts . ' ~  In camparing the effects of World War I on living costs 

with World War II, the Party noted that: 

for the same period in this war, the wtiolesale index 
rose from 73.2 in Jan. 1939 to 82.8 in Jan. 940, an 
increase of 9.0 for the year, including less than five 
months of war. Thus the effect of war upon the 
purchasing power of the worker is already more 
marked in this war than in the last. In this election 
al1 the issues which vitally concern women, the high 
cost of food, loss of civil rights and liberties, and 
indications of pending conscription must necessarily 
play an important part? 

The Party, while still portraying women as naturally consumers, called an rnothers 

and wives to become active in voting in an upcoming election and to challenge the 

Canadian govemment on the issues of arresting dissenters and conscription. 

"There's a critical situation arising on the home front, and Mrs. Vancouver 

Housewïfe, that hard-working helpmate of you and I and that shipyard union 

across the Street is getting good and angry about it."= Workingclass families could 

not afford to buy foods such as vegetables and canned goods owhg to 

"skyrocketing prices" because of the war effort? 

m i l e  the Party supported the Allied war effort, it was not uncritical of the 

effects of the war on workingclass homes. "The Dominion Bureau of Statistics 

continues to claim "no marked change in the cost of living." But there's another 

"statistical bureau* in operation that tells a different story - the household budget - 
* The Atfvocate, 8 March f94O. 

The Advmate, 8 March 1940. 
7he Pm*, 10 Apn'l1943. 

* the Peopk, 10 April1943. 



the article noted? The author concluded that "there seems no doubt that the 

Federal cost-of-living index is false in its application to lower incornes. Any index 

that includes numerous high-cast luxury items that are out of reach of the average 

working class family desewes the terni uphoney.nm 

The Housewives League of British Columbia [HWL] led a campaign to 

bring dom wartime prices. These wmen challenged the Canadian state that, 

M e n  raising prices, took no notice of the wrking-class families who w r e  left to 

cope with these changes. The HWL challenged the Canadian state by doing such 

things as presenting reports ta municipal cornmittees that challenged local 

govemment officiais to protect citizens' interests: "the Housewives' League of 

British Columbia successfully obtained reconstitution of a civic war prices 

committee to sift cornplaints and forward them to the Ottawa board.nw The example 

of the Housewives League demonstrated that consumerism is one site upon 

which the class struggle is played out. As Nan Enstad argues, women workers 

have used their status as consumers of so-called "luxury goodsn to carve out 

space for themselves as -men and as workers in order to resist capitalism and 

sex i~ rn .~~  In her comments on the 1909 shirtwaist strike in New York City, Enstad 

comments that the mostly Jew-sh strikers used the idea of utopian entitlement 

inherent in consumer culture to create a sense of "wrking ladyh~od."~' CP 
07 The People, 10 AMI 1943. 
a The People, 10 April1943. 
a The Advotate, 26 January 1940. 
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wmen's activism was a logical extentions of women's activity, given that most 

Party wmen were wives and mothers. 

The Housewives League challenged the Canadian state for its patronizing 

attitude toward working-class women. Commenting on sugar rationing, Efïie 

Jones wrote that "I had estimated that more than 100 pounds wuld be needed for 

my family of three ... I planned to preserve more than ever this year because of the 

increasing shortages on grocers' shelves. I'm sure every provider housewife had 

the same idea."" The accompanying article remarks on the irony of the wartime 

Canadian governrnent wanting "strong" citizens Mile bringing in rations that do 

not allow for healthy citizens? CP wornen were active in opposing the wartime 

Canadian state and its attitude toward working class wmen. The w r k  of the 

Housewives League and the other Communist wrnen's organizations indicates 

that the CP had a more ambivalent attitude toward the war effort than many had 

previously supposed. 

CP -men were also involved as workers in the war effort and as 

organizers in left-wing unions during the war. Alice Person, who worked for the 

Hammond Cedar Lumber company and who was involved with the IWA as a shop 

steward, remarked that "it was still a hard thing to convince a lot of women to go 

out and work ... there was a real campaign that women were needed on the job, 

and this Mole idea was ... that ... you'll be able to go back to your domestic work 

afterwards or go back to your ho~sewwk.*~* Person continued: "that also gave the 

women independence ... it opened the door for vmmen to get the idea, "well, why 
me People, 10 Aprilt943. 

f3 The People, 10 April1943. 
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should I go back and do housewrk, if I stay home I won? get anylliing."'5 Person's 

comments suggest the dual nature of women's experienœs in the wartime work 

force. She goes on to comment on some of the labour issues that arose during 

the war: 'number one ... for the mmen was the w g e  stni~ture."~~ Other issues that 

amse ware 'houn ... improvement in conditions, like canteens and bathrooms, 

cleaning up, cleaner toi let^."^ These wwe some of the issues that made wmen 

want to join CP-led unions. 

Jonnie Rankin went ta wmk as a passergirl in the North Vancouver 

shipyards during the war. The passergirl stood on the siding of ships and caught 

hot rivets in a small mne; the rivets were then used to join steel to make flat decks 

for bombers and aircraft? Rankin became involved with the radical Marine and 

Boilemakers Union and eventually married Harry Rankin who became well-known 

as a left-wing member of Vancouver's city c o ~ n c i l . ~  Jonnie Rankin described her 

initiation to the union and how a fellow unionist told her "how they fomed the 

union, the basis of the union, and how they were fighting against piece work and 

contract work of any kind, and we should have part of the profit of the Mole, and 

not cut each other."" War work was empowering: "1 probably leamed more in two 

days than I'd leamed in twenty years someplace else. So t went out and fought 

hard against piece ~ r k . " ~  Her experience was not unique for "a lot of women 

were buying back their self-respect. Some were able to pay off stuff. A lot of them 
75 WLHC, SFU, interview with Alice Person. 
WLHC, SFU, interview with Alice Person. 
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had made better arrangements with their husbands. There m e  separations over 

it. But you had a new status? "It was the beginning of the change ... in this decaàe 

of being accepted equally in industw Rankin concluded." 

Gladys Hillend, who was secretary-treasurer for IWA Local 21 7 during the 

war years, was another example of a woman who came into the Communist 

movernent because of the need for her labour during wartime. As a secretary- 

treasurer she wu ld  "usually make up a leaflet and hand it out as to why they 

should organize and then cal1 for a meeting and have them corne into the union 

hall. And when they'd corne into the meeting we would speak to them."" Once in 

the meeting, "they elect their shop stewards and give them matenal for signing up 

members and this sort of thing right in the plant."= 

Despite the empowering nature of the war for some left-wing wmen, there 

w r e  also some limiting aspects. Hillend remarked that "I talked to some of these 

guys about getting their wives into it, but other than that, 1 didn't do too much ... 

we'd have special Women's Day meetings and um would try to get them for shop 

stewards in the places where they wrked the rnost."= Even in the CP-led unions, 

wrnen, according to Hillend, w r e  concentrated "in the easiest and least-skilledn 

jobs? Alice Person states that, after wildcat strikes or 'shut-downs," during the 

war, employers, due to the shortage of labour, "couldn't fire you," but after the war 

had ended "they didn't have to hire you back if they didn't want to."= Jonnie Rankin 
~2 WLHC, SFU, interview with Jonnie Rankin. 
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notes that, even in the left-wing unions, 'the wmen would go first when there were 

layoffs" at the end of the war to make r w m  for retuming servicemen? 

Another aspect of CP culture that came out toward the war's end, and wtlich 

showed the Party's consewative side, was the CP's concem with the threat of 

juvenile delinquency among Vancouver's youth. Jean Mason, Housewives' League 

President, noted that: 'if boys and girls are to be given jobs, then it must be made 

someone's responsibility to look out for their interests." "It is up to those of us who 

realize the dangers to do everything in ouf power to protect these young folks from 

any contact whidi might exert a harmful influence or contribute to delinquency."' 

Mason was partiwlarly concemed that "nothing prevents cafes, hotels or bowling 

alleys employing them on night work. A girl of 15 is reported working as a cigarette 

girl in one local night spot ... a shortage of older workers will cause employers to 

hire boys and girls who would otheNvise be considered too young for such ~ r k . " ~ '  

The CP, and the organizations associated with it, w r e  concerned about children 

and teenagers, especially girls, working at M a t  w r e  considered "adultn and 

"malen jobs. 

Prominent CP member Maurice Rush echoed Mason's comments. 

"Recent statistical reports on juvenile delinquency tell a heart breaking storylJ' he 

wote in the Pacific Advocate. "lt is not generally known that 50 percent of all those 

going into ouf penitentiaries are young men and wornen under 24 yean of age." 

"The problem of juvenile delinquency has reached alarming proportions and if we 

fail to heed the waming of the recent unfortunate incidents we shall fail our 
WLHC, SFU, interview with Jonnie Rankin. 
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younger generation." Economic insecurity, abusive homes, and the community's 

failure to provide 'healthy, recreational and educational activitiesn contribute to the 

problern of youth aime. Rush offered an analysis of the problems of youth crime 

and juvenile delinquency as well as a critique of the mainstream political parties: 

'the Tory-Liberal coalition govemment failed our young people miserably."* 

Youthhl Vancouver residents such as "the servicemen looking for fun on leave" 

and "the teen-age war wrkers with more money in their pockets than most of their 

fathers had ever seen ... wandered Vancouver's streets with nowhere to go but the 

night clubs, the crowded dance halls, and the  dive^."^ On one level, this 

represents the CP's effort to alleviate a genuine problern among Vancouver's 

youth. It is nonetheless curious how the CP borrowed the language of youth 

delinquency that right-wing anti-Communists would use against them in the 

1950s.* In keeping with the CP's search for respectability and its opposition to 

frivolity, bourgeois distractions Iike mink coats, and bohemian %ex radicalism," the 

Party did not support youth culture apart from the CP's own youth organs. The CP 

was hostile to any sort of entertainment that did not relate to Communism or left- 

wing poiitics. 
O2 PaMc Aüvocate, 1 3 Octo ber 1 945. 
* nie Pmm, 27 November 1943. 
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For a radical organization, the CP was hardly ahead of its time when it 

came to gender roles. CP members believed that wmen wu fd  return to the 

home after the war ended. Even during the war, the CP tried to portray Communist 

and other women as being domestic and "ferninine." While the Party supported 

those women who *nt into the wartime w r k  force, it went along with the middle- 

class, Anglo-Canadian viewpoint that women's participation in male-dominated 

industries was ternporary. This provides us with an example of how the CP 

attempted to become a "respectable" organization that would exist alongside the 

established political parties; to do this, the CP subscribed to aspects of the 

dominant culture's gender values. The CP, however, only supported dominant 

values, and the Allied war effort, in order to aid the Soviet Union. This suggests that 

the Vancouver CP's view of radical politics was closely tied to Soviet Communism 

and that the CP's support for dominant values was a matter of pragmatism rather 

than selling out to capitalism. Indeed, the CP continued to offer a critique of 

capitalism during the war, through the activities of such organizations as the 

Housewives League, even as the Party praised Britain and the United States' 

challenge to European and Japanese fascism. 

The Vancouver Communist movement held an ambivalent attitude toward 

women during World War II. In the context of a time m e n  wornen came, if only 

momentarily, into the w r k  force in greater numbers than ever befoie, the CP, even 

as it championed women's greater involvement, still portrayed wmen as wives, 

mothers, and caregivers, not as vmge mrkers. In supporting the Red Cross and 

Soviet War Relief, Party wornen, M i l e  fulfilling an important role, stayed in their 
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traditional domain as nurturen. In wrnpaigning for their male relatives' freedorn 

from detention, CP wmen challenged the Canadian state while remaining in the 

dornestic sphere. Similarly, in supporting the idea of the Communist woman as a 

radical consumer, the CP put a militant spin on traditional gender roles while still 

maintaining the idea of separate spheres. CP members were also concemed with 

the problem of juvenile delinquency among young people. The Party supported 

this idea not knowing that it would resurface as a tool of right wing anti- 

Communism during the 1950s. On one level, CP policy was similar to mainstream 

society, as the dominant culture championed bringing women into the war effort. 

On another level, CP women worked to free CP men from jail, albeit using 

conservative rhetoric to do so at times, before the Soviet Union's entry into the war. 

Even after the Soviets entered the war against fascism, CP women still challenged 

the capitalist state because of the raising of wartime prices and the state's 

indifference toward workingclass housewives. In general , the Communist Party's 

attitude toward women was not static and unchanging but fluid and consisting of a 

number of complex elements. Despite Wilfred Kileen'ç comment to the IWA 

Women's Auxiliaries' Quarterly Council meeting that "we can't have peace if we 

donJt have unity," the world, and the Communist Party in Vancouver, achieved 

peace without having a wmpletely unified position on the 'woman question? 

85 nie B. C. Lumber Worker, 30 July 1945. 
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Chapter Three: 

"The Most Successfut Picnic Yet Held In Vancouver": 
Communist Party Beauty Pageants In British Columbia During 

1 he Second World War 

In 1945, The 5.C- Lumber Worker advertised an event: "a contest for the 

most popular girl - the Miss United Nations contest." The contest was part of the 

Labor Progressive Party's [LPP] annual summer "United Nations Pimic" in 

Confederation Park, North Bumaby.' The picnic featured "al1 sorts of entertainment 

for al1 sorts of people, from nine to ninety, from alf the nationalities that make up 

our cosmopolitan city of Vancouver-the United Nations Picnic held every summer 

... is becoming one of the red letter days of the year for thousands of Vancouver 

vvwkers and their farnilie~."~ The PaMc Advocate noted that the event "is expected 

to be the most successful picnic yet held in Vanco~ver.~ In contrast, "the more 

serious siden was "an address by dynamic Fred Rose, [Communist] M.P. for 

Montreal-Cartier."' Significantly, the newspaper included the "popular girln contest 

as being part of "the lighter side" of the picnids highlights along with "music, 

dancing, singing ... a contest for the best national costume will be colorful and 

intere~ting."~ 

While it wmld be easy to view popular girl contests as evidence of the 

CP's sexism, and of women's complicity in their own oppression, this view is too 

' The B.C. Lumber Worker, 30 July 1945. 
Tne 8. C. Lumber Worker, 30 July 1 945. 
Pacik Adwcate, 21 July 1945. 
' nie B.C. Lu- Worker, 30 July 1945. 

The B. C. Lumber Worker, 30 July 1945. 



simplistic.' Some authors have assumed that CP beauty pageants prove that the 

Party was a completely sexist organization.' Certainly the dominant culture's 

beauty pageants were not benign events designed to advance the careers of 

Young, attractive wornen. CP beauty pageants were very different, yet they highlight 

the ambiguous position of the Party. 

The newspaper followed up the comment on the beauty pageants 

information surrounding a specific candidate in the contest. A pidure of Audrey 

Lawson, "one of the ten contenders for the titte of Miss United Nations," was 

featured prominently ne* to the art i~le.~ The caption below Lamon's photo read: 

Audrey Lawson ... represents Scandinavia at the United 
Nations Picnic at Confederation Park on August 5th. 
Although she may be unknown by many she has spent 
some time working at the District Office of the IWA and is 
a trade unionist henelf, understanding the work which al1 
good trade unionists must carry on. She replaces Mona 
Morgan who represented Scandinavia in previous contestsQ 

We leam much about the CP from this example. Popular girl contests played a 

significant role in Communist Party culture. Women's participation in the picnic, 

however, was secondary to the "more serious," and male, work of sitting in the 

House of Commons and working with the govemment of W.L. MacKenzie King to 
' For a critique of the dominant society's treatment of wornen, particvlarly with regard to 
cosmetics and fashion, see Joseph Hansen and Evelyn Reed, Cosmeücs, Fashion, and the 
Exploitation of Women, (New York: Pathfinder Press, 1986) passim. Heather McLeod assumes 
that the mere presence of beauty pageants in the CP pmves that the Party was incapable of 
questioning a sexist society. See McLeod, "Mt Another Gd-Damned Housewik Ruth Buhck, 
The 'Woman Question" and Canadian Tmfskyism, " Thesis, Simon Fraser University, 4 993) 
15n. 
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win the war. 

CP beauty contests required a certain type of wman as a contestant: one 

who was either a left-wing trade union supporter, or one who wrked for the union. 

Thus, the contestants in these beauty pageants were very different from those in 

bourgeois mntests. The photo also demonstrates that the CP used attractive 

-wmen to entice Party members to corne to social gaaierings and to promote a 

kind of femin ine respectability. 

Mainstream beauty contests emerged in a specific historical wntext and 

upheld particular values. The Miss America pageant became established during 

the latter years of the Depression and during the war years? Its fame began to 

spread across the country and its general guidelines were established. The 

pageant's niles required, as they do now, that contestants be unmanied wmen 

between the ages of 18 and 28. Moreover, the niles required that eligible 

candidates could never have been married, divorced, or separated frorn a spouse. 

Mainstream beauty pageants set strict guidelines surrounding who could, and 

could not, participate in the proceedings. The Miss Amerka pageant's rules also 

stated that candidates have to adhere to a rigid standard of sexual rnorality. In 

1937, the Miss America conveners instituted a rule barring cantestants from night 

clubs, bars, inns, and taverns during the duration of the cornpetition. Additionaily, 

contestants w r e  not permitted to be seen any man, including their fathers 

la A S .  Riverol, LNe Fmm Atlantic City: The Histwy of fhe Miss Ame&a Pagead Be-, AAner 
and in Spite of Television, (Bowling Green, Ohio: Bowling Green State University Popular 
Press, t 992) 33.1 have focused on the Miss America pageant as it is the most prominent 
example of a mainstream beauty contest; I look briefly at other, smaHer American beauty 
contests below. 



and brothers, dunng pageant wek." Pageant Mnners felt that they had to adhere 

believed that she should not purdiase aicohol or have sex when compating for a 

crown, or during her tenure as pageant winner.I2 

expenence of touring the w r l d  and wming into contad with different cultures that 

the pageant offers to winners. The participants contfasted the s u p ~ s e d  purity of 

their experiences with those of "bikini contests" and T-shirtn contests M ich  

displaying one's body for money that wiii not go towards 2 college education- The 

workingclass wrnen would participate in a bikini contest since they wu ld  need 

the "cold, hard msh" that such a "tacky" or "sleazy" contest ~rovides-'~ 

As with the nation-wide Miss America pageant, state and city-wide beauty 

in a small town in rural Minnesota, for example, the contestants w r e  al1 going on 

to college or university. Most were from prominent middle class families had 

'' Riverol, iïve Fmm Atlantic Cüy, 33. 
l2 Sarah Banet-Weiser, The Most BeaMul Gùï in the WorM= Beau& PWPads îifafionaj 
IdenWy, ((Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1 999) 79-80. 
l3 Banet-Weiser, 77m Most Beautiful Gkî in the World, 80-83. 



influence in the town's social hierarchy. Furthemore, these women w r e  also 

"respectablen in that they were al1 active participants in activities such as 

cheerleading, sports, and church youth groups. Loners are almost always 

excluded from beauty pageants at any level.'' 

The discourse of female respectability in beauty pageants is also racially 

based. Traditionally, female beauty has been defined through whiteness; most 

often 'beautiful womenn had to be of Anglo-saxon, usually Protestant,  rig gin.'^ 

Indeed, there have only k e n  four black Miss Arnericas: those of 1984, 1990, 7 991. 

and 1994; similarly, there has only been one Jewish Miss America: Bess Myerson 

in 1945." "Rule Seven* of the pageant's bylaws restricted black and Asian women 

from participating in the pageant until the 1940s and a black woman did not 

actually take part until 1970." Thus, for most of the pageant's history, women of 

colour, typified as being anathema to the respectable image of womanhood that 

the pageant wanted ta convey, were excluded both from mainstrearn beauty 

contests and from conventional, white, middle class conceptions of beauty. 

Stereotypically, and historically, black women have symbolized wantonness, 

promiscuity, sexual licentiousness and depravity.18 Beauty pageants are greatly 

wncemed with controlling their contestants in numerous ways: physically, 
''Robert H. Lavenda, 'lt's Not A Beauty Pageant! ktybrid ldeology in Minnesota Community 
Queen Pageants," in Beauty Queens on the Gbbai Stage: Gender, Contests, and Power, 
Colleen Ballerino Cohen et al., eds., (New York: Routledge, 1996) 33-38. 
j 5  For some effective commentary on this point see Jennifer DeVere Brody, Impossible Purifres: 
Blackness, Femininity, aand Vîîtorian Cultum, (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 
1998) 44-58 and passrin; bel1 hooks, Fminr'st Theory: M m  margn to center, (Boston: South End 
Press, 1 984) 1 -1 5; hooks, Yeaming: race, p&r, and cultwal politics, (Boston: South End 
Press, 1990) 57-64 and 89-92. 
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sexually, and m~rally.'~ Certain types of women, specifcally wrking class -men 

and wmen of colour, w re ,  for a long tirne, not even pemitted entry into the beauty 

pageant, 

CP beauty pageants ware very different from those of the dominant culture. 

In sharpt contrast to mainstream beauty pageants, social activism, not 

cheerleading, denoted respedability. In the LPP's 1945 "Miss United Nationsn ail 

the contestants were 'active in the trade union and progressive movementn" 

lnstead of being respectable and conservative, these wmen were al! activists in 

the labour and Communist movements fighting for workingtlass advancement 

against the capitalist state. 

The list of candidates and sponsors read very differently from those of 

mainstream pageants. lnstead of Anglo-saxons representing Rotarians, the Miss 

UN fan: "Vera Olzewski as Miss USSR," sponsored by the Communist Party's 

"Ukrainian and Russian Club," "Mrs. Y Sertic as Miss Yugoslavia, Georgia Club; 

Margaret Chepak as Miss Hungary, Hungarian Democratic Circle; Rose Nicolette 

as Miss Italy, Grandview Club ... Mae Neveroski as Miss Arnerica, North Burnaby 

Club," and "Dam Yip as Miss China," sponsored by the "Ginger Goodwin and 

West End Clubs"" Rather than allowing only white, Anglo-saxon wornen to enter 

the contest, the CP encouraged m e n  of Scandinavian, Slavic, Eastern 

European, ltalian, and Chinese backgrounds to enter their pageants? Although 

'O Banet-Weiser, me Most Beautiful Gid in the Wwid, 58-80. 
20 PacIïIc Advocate, 28 July 1 945. 
a Psi* Adinocate, 28 July 1945. 
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considered "white" now, in the 1930s and 1940s, "old stock" North Arnericans of 

British descent iooked upon Scandinavians and Slavs as inferior peoples. 

Furthermore, the different LPP clubs in Vancouver sponsored individual mmen as 

contestants, showhg the leR-wing orientation of the contest as well as suggesting 

its appeal to male and female Party members. The countries being represented in 

the Miss UN contest were al1 involved in fighting against Nazi Gerrnany. In addition, 

the contestants had a connection to the countries that they represented, al1 of 

which had Communist parties themselves. Thus, the Miss United Nations contest 

was a cultural representation of the CP's support for both Communist 

intemationatism and the Atlied war effort. 

An earlier example from the Party paper describing a Communist beauty 

pageant remarked that: 

on Sunday August 1 Confederation Park in Burnaby will 
be the scene of one of the feature picnic events of the year. 
The United Nations Picnic, sponsored by the Communist- 
Labor Total War Cornmittee, will have as one of the major 
attractions the selecting of a Miss United Nations. Mona 
Morgan, popular secretary to Ernie Oalskog in loggers 
Local 1-71 and an Icelander, is representing the Scandinavian 
countries as Miss Scandinavia. This is one case where the 
"buying of votes" is legitimate and every woodworker be 
interested in supporting this candidate? 

Mona [nee Bjamason] Morgan, "an Icelander," wu ld  not have been allowed to 

participate in a mainstream beauty contest. In addition, her status as a prominent 

lefi-wing wornan and a secretary to a well-known trade unionist shows that these 

beauty pageants were alternative competitions to those of the dominant culture. AS 

Tne B. C. Lumber Worker, 12 Jul y 1 943. 



Mona Morgan was bom in 1913, she was 30 and married when this pageant was 

taking place, putting her, and the "Mrs. Y. Sertic" running for 'Miss Yugoslavia," 

beyond the age range for the Miss Arnefica pageant and other smaller beauty 

pageants2' Unlike their younger counterparts in rnainstream beauty contests, 

these women w r e  "unavailable" for the marriage market. CP wornen were mostly 

mothers and wives in working class families; additionalty, many were immigrants 

from Eastern Europe, Scandinavia, and elsewhere." This helps to explain why the 

CP held somewhat diEferent gender and ethnic values from white, "respectablen 

Ang Io-Canadian culture. 

CP beauty pageants were different from mainstream contests in other 

ways. CP and union mernbers voted on the candidate of their choice for the beauty 

pageant rather than having judges give "scores" to the candidates, as in a 

mainstream contest? In addition, the ultimate goal of these contests was to raise 

money for the Party. There were no individual prizes for the whners. In August of 

1943, Mona Morgan, supportecl by 6, 410 loggers and millwrkers, won an IWA 

'popular girln c ~ n t e s t . ~  Another CP beauty pageant, the "LPP Bazaar And Carnivaln 

held on 15-17 Mar* 1945, at the Boilermakers' Hall, 339 W. Pender Street, 

reveals more about the Party and gender? The 'girls pictured on this page will 

wheedle votes for their respective wnstituencies. You pays your dime or dollar and 

you take your choice-and may the staunchest cornmittee An," noted the Party 
24 Interview with Mona Morgan, 7 June 2000. 
25 On the different groups of immigrant wornen involved with the CPC see Joan Sangster, 
m a m s  of Equality.: Wmen on the Canadian LeR, 1920-1950, (Toronto: McClelland and 
Stewart, 1989) 42-54-and passim. 
a Riverol, tive From Atlantic Cdy, 6. 
" 7he B. C. Lumber Worker, 6 August 1 943. 
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weekly? In putting on this event, the CP wanted its members to 'Sell Those 

T i ~ k e t s ! ~  The advertisement remarks that 'reports of ticket sales on the $800 in 

prizes offered on the admission ticket to the March 17 dames being held al1 over 

the province indicate that with very little effort these tickets can be sold by the 

June Olson, a member of the Lake Cowichan Women's Auxiliary, says that 

''1 won the Lurnber Queen sponsored by the IWA in 1946 ... d o w  in Duncan ... we 

didn't win it for beauty, we had a lot of supporters, vm sold tickets and made 

money."" Olson's statement mirrors the beliefs of many female CP members 

about the beauty pageants. Mona Morgan says that the popular girl contests wre 

not about who was the most attractive or poised but rather they were about 'who 

could seIl the mos! tickets.- CP member Betty Greenwell, also a beauty pageant 

winner, remarks that there 'was no beauty about itn and that these pageants were 

"fundraisersn wncemed with 'how much your group raised? CP members Vi 

Dewhurst and Betty Griffin have corroborated these statements; Griffin, in 

partiwlar, remarks that the popular girl cornpetition was 'not a beauty pageant? 

Similarly, the I WA's Lake Cowkhan Women's Auxiliary and camival 

cornmittee pianned 'a Miss Cowichan Lake contest for its annual Labor Day 

carnival. The Auxiliary asked every community and wmpany in the Lake Cowichan 
Paciltc Advocate, 1 0 March 1 945. 
Pacific Advocate, 1 0 March 1945. 

3' PaciCic Aâuwcate, 10 March 1945. 
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area to sponsor a contestant. "We wuld  like our auxiliary to be represented in this 

'Duncan Dominion Day Parade Cornmittee' and that was that" remarked Li1 

Godfrey." Godfrey went on to comment on the day of the parade that %te had those 

girls ... in their green and gold crepe paper dresses ... [they] had the insignia on 

their head and a big banner 'We support Local 80's Labor Programme, Equal Pay 

for Equal Work for all. Every union man's wife in an auxiliary, unity in war and 

peace.' "" Rather than emphasizing female graœ or beauty as in mainstream 

pageants, these contestants, who w r e  green and gold: the colours of the IWA, 

promoted the union and wmen's role in it, as in the slogan "every union man's 

wife in an auxiliary." 

CP wmen do not seem to have viewed the beauty pageants as sexist. 

Betty Grifin, reflecting in 2000 on her involvement, stated that they "didn't think 

twicen about whether the pageants w r e  sexist or degrading to women? Similarly, 

when asked about the beauty pageants, Mona Morgan initially remarked M a t  

about them?"" Female CP members do not see the beauty pageants as having 

been important or revealing. They were not particularly interested in talking about 

the contests or about the influence that the pageants had on Comrnunist Party 

culture. Elspeth Gardner did not initially remember that the Party had put on these 

events." When asked why the CP might have had beauty wntests Gardner 

remarked "1 guess why they wu id  reflects the times in that they wren't thinking so 

a WLHC, SFU, interview with the Lake Cowichan Women's Auxiliary. 
37 WLHC, SFU, interview with the Lake Cowichan Women's Auxiliary. 
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much about the feminist movement?' It seerns that, at the tirne, CP women 

accepted their roles in the Party as natura! and expected and did not think to 

criticize the Party. While this issue is cornplex, these wornen did not think that the 

Party was oppressing them. Antonio Gramsci's theory of "hegemony" helps to 

explain wfiy these women did not question their status in the Party. Hegemony, as 

Gramsci defines it, means that through a series of struggles and negotiations 

between elites and the lowr  orders, a set of values becornes a~cepted.'~ These 

values wrk to keep the dominant classes in powr  sinœ the lower orders accept 

their position in the social hierarchy as natural and inevitable. In terms of 

Communist wornen's experiences, Gramsci w u l d  Say that they accepted their 

position as objects of male desire since both the CP and the dominant society had 

accepted this idea. 

Michel Foucault argues that ideas of "surveillance" and 'the male gaze" 

make men and, especially, wornen into "docile bodies" who will adhere to 

dominant sexual mores.43 Foucauft remarks that the idea of structured time and a 

world run by the dock, as opposed to by the rhythm of nature, came with the rise 

of an industrial capitalist society? The ideas of stnidured time and 'Luork 

disciplinen made factory workers into human machines who wuld  produce 

materials for as long as the supervisor required them. The "disciplinary gazen of 

'' lntewiew with Elspeth Gardner. 
42 Antonio Gramsci, Selections fiom the PnSon Nofebooks, Quintin Hoare and Geoffrey Nowell 
Smith, eds and tram., (New York: International Publishers, 1971) 12-1 3. 
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the fadory boss ensured that workers wu ld  do their wrk quickly and ~ o n e d l y . ~  

Foucault goes on to comment on the birth of the modern prison system and on 

how this relates to the fadory system. Using English Utilitarian philosopher 

Jeremy Benthem's panopticon as a metaphor, Foucault describes how modem 

elites use discipline to create a docile populace. The panopticon wnsists of a 

tower looking out over a building which contains many cells with prisoners inside 

each ceIl; a supervisor sits at the tower and monitors the prisoner~.~ Because of 

the lighting, the supervisor can see al1 of the prisoners but they cannot see the 

supervisor. The inmates can also see into each others' cells. Foucault uses the 

idea of the panopticon to symbolize modem day power relations. For Foucault, 

powr  is not simply "top-down"; rather, the inmates police each other since they 

can see into each others' cells at al1 tir ne^.'^ If one of the inmates were to do 

something that defied what was "normal" for society, the other inmates would view 

that person as "abnormal." 

In relation to gender roles, Foucault says that a set of mies concerning 

sex and gender have become accepted as natural and inevitable? Society 

ostracizes and punishes those people who deviate from these noms. 

Heterosexual, white, middle class, AngloSaxon and male constitutes "the normn 

for western society. Similarly, wrking class, female and "ethnic" constitute "the 

othef in modem life? Of Communist wmen, Foucault would say that they have 

accepted their subordinate status as being natural and, thus, they do not 
*" Foucault, Discipline and Punish, 1 74-1 75. 
* Foucault, Discipîine and Punish, 200. 
'' Fouc;tult, Discr;dne and Puni-, 201-202. 
a Foucault, The Hi- of Sexuality, 92-97. 
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challenge it. He would also Say that the CP, Wile it resisted the binary fotm of 

uworkerlboss," was not able to go beyond the dominant society's idea that men 

were active, producers, workers and "lookers," while wmen were passive, 

wnsumers, homemakers, and "looked upon." While the CP challenged white. 

middleclass, and Anglo-Saxon values in many ways, for example their support for 

workingclass and ethnic "othemess," they did not go far enough in dealing Ath 

"the mman question." 

The CP's beauty pageants had many positive aspects to them. They were 

an important part of CP culture in Vancouver; they gave certain wmen a chance to 

represent one of the Party's organs, and they played an important role in 

fundraising for the CP.'' Stereotypically "femininen activities such as seeking out 

plastic surgery or reading women's magazines and romance novels, m i le  

sometimes considered products of a sexist and patriarchal society, can offer 

evidence of wmen's agency and p~wer.~ '  Jonnie Rankin noted that: 

one fella, who was an old time left-winger, 
called me bourgeois ... he was always telling me 
. . . about the Soviet women. The Soviet wman as 
far as he was conœrned was always in love with 
a tank as far as I could see. And we used to wear 
these awful overalls, and so i used to put a big 
ribbon, bow, on my hat ... to sort of doll up this overall 
a little bit ... he was always telling me about Soviet 
women fighting on the front, which they did, and 

Intewiew with Betty Griffin. 
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organizing the factories and everything else, but 
they w r e  never frÏvolous according to him." 

Despite the view of many male Communists that fashion was bourgeois and 

decadent, this was not always the case. Janice Radway remarks that women 

reading romance novels are able to step outside of their everyday lives into a 

utopian ~ r l d . ~  Radway suggests that these novels empower women and give 

them an opportunity to dream of a better life? Similarly, Candace Savage and 

Susan Banet-Weiser both remark that participation in beauty pageants offers, for 

those few contestants, opportunities for adventure. wealth, and prestige? While 

problematic in many ways, it wu ld  be a mistake to see these beauty pageants as 

simply evidence of the CP's sexist view of women. 

Although the CP's pageants were very different from those of the larger 

society, the fact remains that Communist unionists used women's bodies to raise 

money and publicity for the Party. ldeas of beauty were prevalent in the pageants. 

The IWA's 1944 winning candidate for the Kinsmen's "Klondyke Kamival pageant 

was described in the Lumber Worker as "an attractive red-headed Princess," 

M i l e  other candidates were described as "pretty," "popular," and " lo~e ly . "~  In 

another caption, this one regarding "Princess Valerie Hamilton of Duncan," the 

author notes that "Princess Valerie was the popular choice of the students of 

91 WLHC, SFU, interview with Jonnie Rankin, Summer 1979, with Sara Diamond. 
Radway, Reading The Romance, 88-93. 
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Duncan High Sch~ol . "~ The idea of young women being "populaf and 'attractive 

princessesn shows that the CP bonowed much of the language of beauty and 

popularity from mainstream beauty contests.' The IWA held a "Lumber Queen 

Contest" as part of the Duncan Dominion Dey Carnival? The contest winner was 

featured in a "colorful crowing" ceremony "to be held in Duncan on July 2? The 

remark on "the colorful c r ~ i n g  ceremoniesn indicated that the CP's beauty 

contests borrowed some of their icanography and symbolisrn from mainstrearn 

beauty contests sud, as the Miss Arnerica pageant, which had a similar crowing 

A beauty pageant held in the Yukon, where CP stalwart Tom McEwen was 

running for M.P. in Whitehorse in early 1945, demonstrates the connection 

between proletarian female beauty and support for unionism. The Yukon Winter 

Camival "was sponsored by a group of trade unions who are yet in their organizing 

stage. It has done more to make the people union conscious than any other 

undertaking could have done? The article continued that the girls "participating in 

the carnival queen contest have on several occasions appeared at theaters, and 

other packed public places and in their brief addresses ... consistently" gave their 

support to 'their union.nB3 

The B-C- Lumber Worker, 18 June 1945. 
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In her thank you speech, winner Doris Lesanko, garbed in white furs, noted 

that the carnival "is a splendid demonstration of what can be accomplished when 

a small community gets together."" She w n t  on to say that "the same can be 

accomplished to help bnng our boys back and to make sure that when they get 

back they have more to corne to than M e n  they left.45 If these platitudes echoed 

those of mainstream beauty contestants, Lesanko went on to challenge capitalist 

hegemony, calling for the community to 'get together and build, support and 

maintain our unions. Let us maintain the sarne spirit that we have displayed 

during the carnival in the months to corne to build our unions and prepare 

ounelves for the peaœ to c ~ r n e . " ~  The image of Lesanko 'dressed in white fursn 

contrasts with her speech regarding building trade unions and supporting 

veterans coming home from the war. Both Lesanko and CP beauty pageants were 

politically aware and motivated which was not the case in mainstream beauty 

pageants. 

To some extent, the Communist Party did hold to conventional standards of 

beauty. A photograph, in the Pacific Advocate, showhg a wman in a tight, 

revealing dress in high heels, bears the caption: 'Yorty thousand members of 

Lodge 727 IAM, cal1 their "unionettes" rabble rousers because they were so 

effective organizing Lockheed plants. Rita Plant, trustee and a reporter for the 

Lodge paper, Arnerican Aeronaut, show what they mean.nm The CP felt that union 

women, like Rita Plant, although they have corne into the wartime work force, still 

Pacjfjc Advocate, 24 March 1945. 
Pacific Advocate, 24 March 1945. 
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have to adhere to traditional codes of feminine beauty, including posing in 

revealing outfits for male p lea~ure .~  

Both Commmunists and members of the dominant society w r e  

concerned with the sexuaf morality of young women who were involved in military 

and workplace settings for the first tirne? Communists w r e  also concemed with 

the "moral panicn that surrounded wmen's entry into the wrk force during the war 

years. Numerous historians have noted that World War II saw wmen  come into 

the work force in greater numbers than ever before. These same historians have 

remarked that a moral backlash against these women ocwrred on the part of the 

conservative public; the public expected that women would retum to their homes 

and families when the war was over and maintain their traditional role as the 

guardian of the domestic sphere? 

The Vancouver CP was not immune to these cancems. A cartoon from 

The People shows an attractive woman with long dark hair working at a lathe 

surrounded by men wrking at their respective tasks. A male wrker  pushing a 

For feminist critiques of conventional standards of beauty see Robin Tolmach Lakoff and 
Raquel L. Scherr, Face Value: nie Politics of Beaufy, (Boston: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 
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mate srniles in the womanJs direction. TM men in suits, wtio look to be in 

positions of authority, are talking to each other. One of the men says that "we 

haven't had a day's absence since she was put in mis department."" In another 

cartoon, a man whose suit, tie, and desk indicate he is a boss, is pictured sitting in 

his office which has a sign on the wall saying "stay on the job!"" The man is talking 

on the phone with his wife." A11 the while, the man has on his lap an attractive 

blonde wornan wrker in overalls who is putting on lipstick. The man has his a m  

around the woman's shoulder; the caption below the cartoon reads "but dear, I've 

promised to stay on the job!"" The CP was concemed with the threat of marital 

infidelity and sexual liaisons that young women entering into the worMorce was 

purported to precipitate. Notable in this example is the class difference between 

the supposedly flirtatious -man wrker and the lecherous upper class boss. 

A third cartoon shows an attractive woman in a hospital bed holding her 

newborn child. A nurse, holding a bouquet of fiowers and a note, hovers over her. 

The nurse reads the note to the new mother: "it says on the card "From Your 

Fellow Riveters!"" The irnplicit message here is that while wmen can be workers 

for the duration of the war they are ultimately mothers and wives, a cornmitment 

that, according to some, is rooted in biology. This cartoon also offers an example 

of the ambivalent nature of CP policy toward wmen during the war? While this 

7' nie People, 23 January 1943. 
" Pacifie Advocate, 13 January 1945. 
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woman is a "fellow riveter" and is, as su* someone who goes outside the home 

to wrk ,  ultimately, she has to retum to damesticity. For the CP, M i l e  women could 

work in factories temporarily, biology ultimately takes over and wornen have to 

retreat to the home to raise children. As indigenous Communist Parties al1 over 

the world were supporting the Allied War effort, the national Communist Parties 

were trying to make their message palatable to a mass audience." While the CP 

brought its message to a larger audience during the w r ,  they supported a 

conservative conception of a wman's role in society. 

TM other cartoons emphasize even more explicitly the anxiety the CP felt 

about women coming into the wartime workforce. One example portrays three 

Hiornen wrkers tending to a huge vat of molten steel at "Steel Mill No. 4."" The 

cartoon pictures one of the wornen talking on the phone and saying 'l'II have to cal1 

you back Gracel  have sornething on the stove!"" This cartoon takes a traditional, 

domestic image of a woman, where she is pictured in the kitchen having to retum 

a cal1 to another housewife, and stands it on its head. In this instance, the wman 

is fulfilling what was a man's job for many years and calling to a woman who could 

aiso be working in the war industries. Even sol the message here is that women, 

even though they wrk in male jobs, could still be in the home as mothers and 

housewives. Another cartoon portrays a wman worker, whose head gets caught 

under a drill press, spinning amund Iike a top.= While this is going on, her male 

TT On this point see Sangster, Drearns of Equalify, 165-172. The key text in the Amencan cofltext 
is Maurice Issennan, WEch Sida Were You On?" The m a n  Communkt Pa@ During nie 
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supervisor is watching her and asks 'Mat seems to be the trouble, VeronicaYm 

This example, Mi le  humorous to sorne, ridicules a wornan worker for her la& of 

knowledge about her job. The CP rnakes Iight of women coming ont0 the job for 

the first time and, implicitly, reinforces the notion that women should be at home, 

tending to children. 

The CP tended to view labour as a male preserve. Applying a gendered 

reading to some of the CP weeklies reveals that the Party did not desire a 

fundamental reorganizing of the relations between the sexes. Tom McEwen. 

commenting on the Yukon Winter Carnival, wrote that 'it is highly significant that 

such an enterprise should at this time be pioneered by a young and virile trade 

union movement, which has practically grown up over-night in the Yukon."" 

McEwen's comment that the union movement is "young and virilen indicates that 

the CP felt that labour and political radicalism belonged to men. Moreover, only 

certain types of men could participate in radical politics: those who were young, 

strong, and sexually attractive. The CP supported the dominant heterosexual 

values of the time period. Historians have noted that gays and lesbians were 

coming into the military in Canada and the United States durhg the war so the 

CP's support for heterosexuality cannot be taken as a 'given."" Nonetheless, it is 

also w r t h  noting that homosexuality was widely seen as deviant during this 

me 8. C. Lumber Worker, 6 December 1 W. 
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period so it is not surprising that the CP did not speak out in favour of it." 

Another example from the radical press illuminates the idea of "radical 

rnas~linity."~ A cartoon shows two muscular, workingclass men in front of a Ford 

car plant each holding signs saying 'For Union Rights! For Security! CIO-AFL" and 

each saying 'We're digging deep for this fight too!"" This image suggests that, in 

the CP's view, only radical, muswlar, and sexually attractive men can work outside 

the home and fight in wars. While the CP was content to challenge the capitalist 

hierarchy, push for union rights, and even give wmen space in the Party and in 

the wartime work force, it was unwilling to reorganize completely in order to bring 

in women and their con~erns.~~A cartoon in The B.C. LumQer Worker has a similar 

theme. It shows a srnall baby, symbolizing the new year 1945, pointing to a 

wizened, elderly man, symbolizing 1944; a large black rock labelled 'Race Haten 

burdens 1944.88 At the dooiway, where the baby 1945 wants to corne in, stands a 

tall, vuhite, rnuscular man whose 1-shirt is labelled "organized labor."" 1945 says to 

organized labor "before I come in bud, am I gonna look like that when I leave?" 

referring to the decrepit 1944.m Organized labor responds "not if we can help it!"" 

The Party portrays labour as an attractive, muscular, sexualized man. The Party 
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viewad labour and radical politics through a male lens while -men, of al1 

classes, were exduded from participation.* 

The Comrnunist Party in British Columbia did not, and could not, 

wmpletely separate itself from the dominant culture on the issue of a woman's 

proper role in society. The Party's beauty pageants reinforced their ambivalent 

attitude toward women. While the beauty pageants had positive aspects in that 

they were an important part of Party culture, helped to raise money for the Party, 

and provided certain wornen wiUi an outlet through which they could become 

involved with labour radicalism, they upheld the idea that a woman was most 

useful to the movement by virtue of her physical beauty. Similarly, m i l e  the Party's 

beauty pageants w r e  very different from those of the dominant society, the Party 

still held to some traditional notions of M a t  constituted female beauty. Although 

the CP was willing to support women's entry into the wtkforce for the duration of 

the war, it beiieved, like the dominant society, that these wornen should return to 

the home when the confiict ended. Moreover, the Party portrayed labour militancy 

and radical politics as being fundamentally masculine endeavours. Thus, m i le  

male CP members may have been working men, they were, above al1 else, still 

wotking men. 

OZ McCallum. "A Modem Weapon For Modem Man,' 33-44. 



Conclusion: 
"lt Always Has To Be Fought FoP: 

Whither Communist Women And Men? 

On 3 July 1943, the Vancouver Communist Party newspaper The People 

published a photograph showhg four attractive, fashionably dressed women 

workers walking am-in-am with one another. The heading above the photo of the 

smiling women, who were each wearing both dresses and pants, reads "Skirt 

Crusade Dropped." The caption below the photograph notes that the women's 

union, Local 400 of the United Autoworkers, CIO, was trying to work out a grievanœ 

with the women, 'the right to wear skirts instead of slacks." The caption continues: 

"50 office workers at the Highland Park, Michigan, Ford Plant are back on the job in 

slacks." The caption concludes that 'these girls played safe, wearing both skirts 

and slacks. Pretty wam, huhT1 On the surface, this seems simple enough: this is 

an example of women's activism on the job during the war years. These women 

are using fashion, an important part of women's culture, as a means of resisting 

the bosses' hegemonic contr~ l .~ 

This photo and caption provide us with a capsule version of women's 

activisrn in the Vancouver Communist movernent as well as an example of how 

most male and female CP leaders and mernbers viewd women's contributions 

to the movement. In this thesis, I have argued that women, like the "girls" in this 

photo, were important, indeed crucial, members of the Communist movement in 

Vancouver. Women organized consumer boycotts, were mernbers of CP 

organizations such as the Women's Labour League, and helped to raise money 
' The Peopie, 3 July 1943. 

Kathy Peiss, Hope in a JK The Making of Amenca's Beauty Cu-, (New York: Metropditan 
Books, 1998) 4-8. 
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for the Party in many ways, including exhibiting their bodies in front of their 

cornrades in beauty pageants. Like those in this photo, CP women expressed 

their radical views in typically 'ferninine* ways. For example, in organizing boycotts 

as members of the Housewives League, CP wmen reinforced the notion that 

-men are naturally wives, mothers, and consumers, albeit radical consumers. 

Radical men, on the other hand, are mrkers, Party leaders, and producers. 

Similarly, in being involved in beauty pageants, CP women gave credence to the 

idea that women are useful to the movement, and to society in general owing to 

their physical beauty and intelligence. 

I have tried to place the CP in the historical context in which it existed. 

Given that most wmen, both in radical organizations and in the dominant society, 

were wives, mothers, and consumers, it would be dificult for the CP to go 

drastically beyond mainstream models of gender, some might Say. Working class 

men and wmen, not middte class bohemian "sex radicals," dominated the 

Cornmunist Party. With this in mind, one rnight conclude that the CP did al1 that it 

could to bring women's concems into their platform. If CP wornen were mostly 

concemed with things such as mothering, at least it was militant mothering with 

which they w r e  concemed. 

Even this acknowledgement, the question remains: could the CP have 

done more about wmen's concems? The answer is clearly yes. There were 

other, more radical, attitudes towards women and gender within lefi-wing politics 

that emerged at roughly the same time as did the Communist Party of Canada. 

Aleksandra Kollontai, a supporter of Lenin, had numerous lovers and sought to 



free wmen from the monogamous marriage M ich  she saw as imprisoning 

wmen, and men, in loveless unions3 Kollontai favoured Yree loven or "erotic 

friendships" where two partners would be together and satisfy each other sexually 

until the love in the relationship had ended; then the partners w u l d  move on to the 

next relationship.' Thus, Kollontai sought to free -men from bearing children, 

cooking, and cleaning for men M i l e  remaining unsatisfied sexually and 

ernotionally. When Stalin came to powt,  he banished Kollontai to Oslo and 

changed the CPUSSR line on sex, free love, and homosexuality to one of 

disapproval and repression. The CPC followd the Comintem on this matter. 

There were other radical solutions to the 'woman question" in the English- 

speaking world. Observe Emma Goldrnan's critique of the institution of marriage 

from three decades before the period this thesis studies: 

as to the protection of the wrnan - therein lies the curse of 
marriage. Not that it really protects her, but the very idea is so 
revolting, such an outrage and insult on life, so degrading 
to human dignity, as to forever wndemn this parasitic 
institution. tt is like that other paternal arrangement - 
capitalism. It robs man of his birthright, stunts his growth, 
poisons his body, keeps him in ignorance, in poverty 
and dependence, and then institutes charities that thrive 
on the last vestige of man's self-respe~t.~ 

Ironically, Gotdman compares marriage to that which the Communists hated 

above al1 else - capitalism. Goldman goes on to offer an even more damning 

indictment of marriage: 
' Orlando Figes, A Peopie's Tragedy: me Russian RewIution 18914924, (London: Pimlico, 
1996) 740-741. 

Barbara Evans Clements, Bolshevik Ferninid: 7he Li& of  Aleksanda Kollontai, (Bloomington 
and London: Indiana University Press, 1979) 73-74; Figes, A Peopie's Tragedy, 741. 

Quoted in Emma Goldman, Red Emma Speaks: An Emma Goidman Reader, Alix Kates 
Shulman, ed., (New York Schocken Books, 1983) 210. 



the institution of marriage makes a parasite of woman, 
an absolute dependent. It incapacitates her for life's 
struggle, ann i hilates her social consciousness, paralyres 
her imagination, and then imposes its gracious protection, 
which is in reality a snare, a travesty on human character. 
If motherhood is the highest fulfil lment of woman's nature, 
M a t  other protection does it need Save love and freedom? 
Maniage but defiles, outrages, and compts her f~lfillment.~ 

Goldman was a member of the 'lyrical leff; this group established an 

alternative culture of sorts in New York's Greenwich Village during the 1900 to 

1920 p e r i ~ d . ~  Some of the lyrical left's values inciuded opposition to monogamous 

marriage. and belief in sensuality and romantic self-expre~sion.~ Mabel Dodge, 

another member of this group, had numerous lovers and took the drug peyote.' In 

spite of this hedonistic lifestyle, the lyncal left supported feminism. As Floyd Dell, a 

member of the Greenwich Village group, wites: "irresistible ewnomic forces are 

taking more and more women every year out of the economic shelter of the home 

... making them wrkers and eamers along with men."'' "Every conquest of theirs, 

from an education which will make thern fit for the world or eaming, to "equal pay 

for equal work," is a setting free of men" he continues." Dell goes on to comment 

that the final achievement for the wornen's rnovement be "a social insurance 

Goldman, Red Emma Speaks, 21 Ci-21 1. 
Aian Dawley , Sfruggles fir Justice: Social Responsibilify and the Liberal State, (Cam bridge 

and London: The Belknap Press of Haward University Press, 1991) 89-90; John Patrick Diggins, 
The Rise and Fa11 of the American LeR, (New York: W.W. Norton and Company, 1992) 126-128; 
June Sochen, me New Woman: Feminism in Greenwich Wilage, 191@1920, (New York: 
Quadrangle Books, 1972) 3-26 and passim. 

Dawley, =@es &Justice, 89-90; Sochen, The New Woman, 40-42. 
Diggins, The Rise and Fa11 of the Arnerkan Lei&, 9698; Sochen, 77x3 New Woman, 8û-89. 

''Floyd Dell, 'Feminism for Men," in Against The Tide: Pro-Feminisf Men in the Unifed States, 
1 ïï(fl9W A Documentary History, Michael S. Kimmel and Thomas E. Mosmiller, eds., (Boston: 
Beacon Press, 1 992) 361. 
'' Dell, *Feminism for Men,* 361. 



for motherhood, which will enable them to have children without taking away a 

man's freedorn from him. Then a man will be able to tell his employer that 'he and 

his job can go bark at one another,' wïthout being a ... ~coundrel."'~ There were 

groups of people who attempted to set up alternative sets of gender values. These 

values, which Goldman and other "bohemian sex radicals" attempted to apply to 

their personal lives, demonstrate that there w r e  alternatives to the CP's view on 

wmen Mich was, as this thesis has shown, ai best two-sided.13 

In the end, we are left with a Communist Party that was not drastically 

better, nor drastically wrse, than the dominant, white, Anglo-Canadian culture on 

the issue of wmen's concems. This thesis suggests that we cannot expect 

radical or revolutionary movements to be wmpletely separate from the society in 

which they exist. Radical movements emerge at particular times and in particular 

places and are products of those times. Howver much those of us who find 

ourselves at odds with the dominant culture might wish to think that these radicals 

were going drastically beyond the conventional norms of a particular period, this 

was not always the case. The examples of Aleksandra Kollontai, Emma Goldman, 

and the Greenwich Village lyrical left, however, suggest that more could have been 

done. Freedorn, sexual and otherwise, is not given to us by a benevolent elite; 

indeed, in the words of Mona Morgan, "it always has to be fought If there is a 

final tesson of hope to be taken from this thesis, let this be it. 

l2 Dell, 'Ferninism for Men," 361. 
l3 On Goldman's and other sex radicals' personal lives see Candace Falk, Lovie, Anmhy, and 
Emma Goidman, (New York: Hott, Rinehart and Winston, 1984) 97-120 and passim. 
" Interview with Mona Morgan, 7 June 2000, by Brian Thom. 
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